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A History of Final Exercises
at the University of Virginia

So astute was Mr. Jefferson in determining the basic educational policy for the University of Virginia that the policy has seen very little change in the University's 204-year history. The colorful ceremony you will see today, however, would not have been held under Thomas Jefferson's original plan, which did not provide for degrees and diplomas. Although the early students of the University were highly respected for their knowledge, some of them petitioned the Board of Visitors for diplomas to improve their opportunities for employment.

Out of deference to the founder, the Board took no action on these requests during Jefferson's lifetime, but fifteen months after his death, it changed the policy and directed that plans be laid for the first “Public Day” (commencement). In July 1829, the first Public Day was held in the Dome Room of the Rotunda. The program was very long, and it included orations by students. By 1848, the program began with a procession led by students and involved a single address by a prominent person.

Public Day was held in the Dome Room until the Rotunda annex was completed in 1853. It was then held in the public hall of the annex until the Rotunda and the annex burned in 1895. When Cabell Hall was completed in 1898, the Public Day programs were held in its auditorium. President Alderman's inauguration in 1905 brought about the more formal procession as seen today. It is now led by a faculty grand marshal.

When the McIntire Amphitheatre was completed in 1921, it became the site for the final exercises. A sudden drenching rainstorm disrupted the 1949 ceremony, sending the soaked graduates and guests into any shelter they could find. The threat of sudden storms and the increased number of graduates caused President Colgate Darden to declare that the 1952 ceremony would be the last to be held in the amphitheatre. Since then, Finals have been held on the Lawn except in bad weather.

Even when the ceremonies were held in the amphitheatre, the participants marched from the Rotunda, down the Lawn to the site of the ceremony. Students have long considered it a high privilege to have the opportunity to walk down the Lawn at Finals, and today's students place an even greater importance on this privilege. So important to many of them is the ceremonial walk down the Lawn, that a number of students, cheated out of a ceremony on the Lawn by bad weather, “confirm” their graduation by processing down the Lawn after Finals.

Through 1961, the president conferred the degrees and handed each recipient a diploma. By this time, graduates numbered in the thousands. The ceremony had become much too lengthy and the logistics too complex. Beginning in 1962 and continuing today, degrees are conferred in a main ceremony by the president. Degree recipients and their guests then reassemble later in school and department ceremonies.
The Academic Procession

The Procession
The academic procession is led by the grand marshal of the University bearing the official silver and ebony mace. Most of the processioners wear the academic costume accepted by a majority of the principal institutions of higher learning in the United States, though certain academic officials, such as the rector of the University, wear particular costumes indicative of current office. The processional order is listed below.

The Gown
The processional gown is usually black; the design of the sleeves denotes the type of degree being conferred. The bachelor's sleeve is long and pointed. The master's sleeve has squared ends, with the arc of a circle near the bottom and a slit for the arm near the elbow. The doctoral sleeve is bell-shaped with three velvet bars. The doctoral robe has full-length velvet panels in front, either black or a color that symbolizes the wearer's field of learning.

The Hood
A separate ornamental fold hangs down the back of the gown, and its lining carries the colors of the college or university granting the degree (for the University of Virginia, orange and blue). An outside band of velvet varies in width according to the degree: two inches for bachelor's degree, three for the master's, and five for the doctorate. The color of the band and other velvet on the doctoral hood symbolizes the field of learning (such as dark blue for philosophy). The length of the hood also varies with the level of the degree: bachelor's, three feet; masters, three and one-half feet; and doctorate, four feet. Bachelor's and master's degree candidates often do not wear their hoods.

The Cap
The cap is usually the black mortarboard, decorated with a tassel. Gold tassels may be worn by holders of doctoral degrees. Generally, the colors of the tassels represent the principal fields of learning and are described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processional Order of Degree Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday, May 20</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schools</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate School of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday, May 20</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schools</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Education and Human Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darden Graduate School of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Data Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Continuing &amp; Professional Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntire School of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Engineering &amp; Applied Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Carla Williams is the Vice President for Intercollegiate Athletics at the University of Virginia. Her appointment at UVA in October 2017 made her the first female African-American director of athletics at a Power Five conference institution.

A native of LaGrange, Georgia, Ms. Williams earned her bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University of Georgia and her Ph.D. from Florida State University. At Georgia, she was a three-year starter for the women’s basketball team as a student-athlete from 1985 to 1989. Prior to coming to UVA, Ms. Williams served as an athletics administrator at the University of Georgia for 13 years and was named deputy director of athletics in 2015. During her tenure at Georgia, its athletics teams won 16 NCAA team championships and 37 Southeastern Conference titles.

Ms. Williams has a forward-thinking approach to leading Virginia Athletics. Her focus is on providing opportunities for student-athletes to maximize their college experience while establishing a culture and support system for the sport programs to compete for championships. Her commitment to academic excellence is unwavering.

The success of UVA Athletics under Ms. Williams and her involvement in some of college athletics’ top issues have not gone unnoticed. During her tenure, UVA has won multiple national championships and 16 ACC Championships, and has set record numbers for placement on the ACC Academic Honor Roll. In addition, UVA has achieved the highest grade-point average totals in program history and has been recognized by the NCAA for outstanding achievement on academic progress reports. Since 2020, seven UVA student-athletes have been named ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year for their respective sports.

Ms. Williams was named the Women Leaders in College Sports 2019 Administrator of the Year for all NCAA Division I FBS athletics programs. In 2021, the Sports Business Journal named her one of its finalists for Division I Athletics Director of the Year. In 2023, the Women in Sports and Events organization recognized her as one of the four recipients of its Woman of the Year Awards based on accomplishments and significant contributions to the business of sports.

Ms. Williams was selected to work on the NCAA’s Name Image Likeness Legislation Solutions Group to examine student-athlete name, image, and likeness rights and is a member of the NCAA Federal and State Legislation Working Group. She was named to the executive committee of the recently formed Black AD Alliance, which was established to promote the growth, development, and elevation of Black athletics administrators at the Division I level.
Finals Program
Saturday, May 20, 2023
9:00 a.m.

Academic Procession

Elizabeth K. Meyer, Grand Marshal
Degree Candidates and Faculty
President's Party

The Pledge of Allegiance

The National Anthem, performed by the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command Band
from Fort Eustis, Virginia

Welcome

James E. Ryan, President of the University of Virginia

Introduction of Finals Speaker

Whittington W. Clement, Rector of the University of Virginia

Finals Address

Carla Williams, Vice President for Intercollegiate Athletics

Conferring of Degrees, Mr. Ryan

College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, Dean Christa D. Acampora

Greetings from the Alumni Association

Lily E. West, President and CEO of the University of Virginia Alumni Association

Final Words to the Class, Mr. Ryan

Academic Recession, The Good Old Song

We request that the audience remain in place until the academic recession has passed.
Finals Speaker

Sunday, May 21, 2023

Louis P. Nelson

Louis Nelson is Professor of Architectural History and the Vice Provost for Academic Outreach at the University of Virginia.

Mr. Nelson earned a bachelor’s degree from The College of William and Mary and master’s and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Delaware. He has served on the faculty at UVA for more than 22 years.

Mr. Nelson is a specialist in the built environments of the early modern Atlantic world, with published work on the American South, the Caribbean, and West Africa, and is a leading advocate for place-based public history. At UVA and in Charlottesville, this work has taken the form of scholarship that contextualizes the four monuments installed at the height of Jim Crow segregation, walking tours and movies that seek to disseminate a broader understanding of how racism is inscribed in the local landscape, a university renaming commission, partnership on a new website for and a narrative interpretation of the Memorial to Enslaved Laborers, and co-editing both a digital series on UVA and the History of Race and the book Educated in Tyranny: Slavery at Thomas Jefferson’s University. He was also the lead author and co-PI on Race, Place and Equity, a $5M Andrew Mellon Foundation funded grant.

Mr. Nelson is an accomplished scholar, with two book-length monographs published by the University of North Carolina and Yale University Presses, five edited collections of essays, two terms as senior co-editor of Buildings and Landscapes—the leading English language forum for scholarship on vernacular architecture—and numerous articles. He is also a celebrated teacher, having won a University-wide teaching award in 2007 and serving as the 2008 UVA nominee for a state-wide Outstanding Faculty Award. His books and articles have been awarded the 2017 Abbott Lowell Cummings Prize, the 2017 John Brickerhoff Jackson Prize, the 2016 Allen G. Noble Prize, the 2016 Best Essay Prize from the Southeast Chapter of the Society of Architectural Historians (SESAH), the 2015 Bishir Prize, the SESAH 2010 Outstanding Book of the Year, the SESAH 2008 Best Article of the Year, among others.
Finals Program
Sunday, May 21, 2023
9:00 a.m.

Academic Procession

Elizabeth K. Meyer, Grand Marshal
Degree Candidates and Faculty
President's Party

The Pledge of Allegiance

The National Anthem, performed by the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command Band
from Fort Eustis, Virginia

Welcome

James E. Ryan, President of the University of Virginia

Introduction of Finals Speaker

Whittington W. Clement, Rector of the University of Virginia

Finals Address

Louis Nelson, Professor of Architectural History and Vice Provost for Academic Outreach

Conferring of Degrees, Mr. Ryan

School of Medicine, Dean Melina R. Kibbe, M.D.
School of Law, Dean Risa L. Goluboff
School of Engineering & Applied Science, Dean Jennifer L. West
School of Education and Human Development, Dean Stephanie J. Rowley
Darden Graduate School of Business Administration, Dean Scott C. Beardsley
School of Architecture, Dean Malo André Hutson
School of Nursing, Dean Marianne Baernholdt
McIntire School of Commerce, Dean Nicole Thorne Jenkins
School of Continuing & Professional Studies, Dean Melissa M. Lubin
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy, Dean Ian H. Solomon
School of Data Science, Dean Philip E. Bourne

Greetings from the Alumni Association

Lily E. West, President and CEO of the University of Virginia Alumni Association

Final Words to the Class, Mr. Ryan

Academic Recession, The Good Old Song

We request that the audience remain in place until the academic recession has passed.
University of Virginia
Board of Visitors

Whittington W. Clement, Rector (Richmond, VA)
Robert D. Hardie, Vice Rector (Charlottesville, VA)
Robert M. Blue (Richmond, VA)
Mark T. Bowles (Goochland, VA)
Carlos M. Brown (Richmond, VA)
Elizabeth M. Cranwell (Vinton, VA)
Thomas A. DePasquale (Washington, DC)
U. Bertram Ellis, Jr. (Atlanta, GA)
Louis S. Haddad (Suffolk, VA)
Babur B. Lateef, M.D. (Manassas, VA)
Stephen P. Long, M.D. (Richmond, VA)
Angela Hucles Mangano (San Marcos, CA)
James B. Murray, Jr. (Keene, VA)
The Honorable L.F. Payne (Charlottesville, VA)
Amanda L. Pillion (Abingdon, VA)
James V. Reyes (Washington, DC)
Douglas D. Wetmore (Richmond, VA)
Susan Kirk, Faculty Representative (Charlottesville, VA)
Lily A. Roberts, Student Representative (Williamsburg, VA)
Susan G. Harris, Secretary to the Board of Visitors
University of Virginia
Administration

James E. Ryan, President
Ian B. Baucom, Executive Vice President and Provost
Jennifer Wagner Davis, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
K. Craig Kent, M.D., Executive Vice President for Health Affairs

Deans of Schools

Christa D. Acampora, Dean, College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Marianne Baernholdt, Dean, School of Nursing
Scott C. Beardsley, Dean, Darden Graduate School of Business Administration
Philip E. Bourne, Dean, School of Data Science
Risa L. Goluboff, Dean, School of Law
Malo André Hutson, Dean, School of Architecture
Nicole Thorne Jenkins, Dean, McIntire School of Commerce
Melina R. Kibbe, M.D., Dean, School of Medicine
Melissa M. Lubin, Dean, School of Continuing & Professional Studies
Stephanie J. Rowley, Dean, School of Education and Human Development
Ian H. Solomon, Dean, Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy
Jennifer L. West, Dean, School of Engineering & Applied Science
Graduates and Degree Candidates

Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Conferred August 12, 2022

Doctors of Philosophy

Soojung Ahn
Nursing
Dissertation: Psychosocial and Physiological Factors in Cardiovascular Disease Risk in Family Caregivers

Grace Elizabeth Alivino
English
Dissertation: Radical Media, Radical Culture: Technology and Social Change in Twentieth and Twenty-First Century America

Janel Robert Anderson
Nursing

Stefen James Garrett Beeler-Duden
Psychology
Dissertation: Children's Understanding and Use of Prereflexive Intentions

Miranda Leigh Beltzer
Psychology
Dissertation: Examining Social Reinforcement Learning Biases in Social Anxiety

Vanessa Amanda Bijak
Chemistry
Dissertation: Elucidating Conformational Changes in Syntaxin-1a on Different Stages of SNAREs Assembly Using Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

Ruiqing Cao
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Essays on Personality and Civil War Dynamics

Simonas Cepenas
Foreign Affairs

Vivien Lavina Chang
History

Haoyu Chen
Physics
Dissertation: Preparation for a Measurement of Charge Asymmetry in the Bethe-Heitler Process

Sarah Jennifer Coe-Odessa
Psychology
Dissertation: A Longitudinal Analysis of the Performance of Evidence-Based Therapists

Lucia Colombari
History of Art and Architecture

Meiyang Cui
Chemistry
Dissertation: Functional Nanomaterials for Clean Energy and Sustainability: Synthetic Methodology Development and Catalysis

Leah Michele Dignan
Chemistry
Dissertation: Microfluidic Integration of Multi-Step Bioanalytical Assays

Yuchen Du
Physics
Dissertation: Studies of Classical and Quantum Gravity

Amy Victoria Fedeski
History
Dissertation: What We Want to Do as Americans: Jewish Political Activism and United States Refugee Policy, 1969-1981

Ian Fitzsimmons
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Contemporary Effects of Natural Resource Limitation on Growing Human Populations: Socioeconomic Subsystem Evolution Within Ecosystem Boundaries

Nathan Dwight Frank
English
Dissertation: Beyond Subversion: Raising Doubt Through Ancient Scripture in Contemporary Novels

Jungyi Gao
Biology
Dissertation: Type Dependent Retinal Ganglion Cell Degeneration in Glaucoma

Tanner James Greene
Music
Dissertation: Vaporwave is Dead: Sound, Community, and Metadada in Internet Music Genres

Samuel Maxwell Grimes
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Resilience and Reinvigoration: Histories of the Buddhism of the Nepal Valley

Omar El Wali Guessoum
Biology
Dissertation: Epigenetic Mechanisms of Renin Cell Plasticity

Dione Brian Harris
English
Dissertation: Black Boyhood and the Queer Practices of Impossibility in African American Literary and Cultural Productions

Ian Iverson
History
Dissertation: Moderate Men and Conservative Influences: Illinois and the Politics of Union, 1854-1861

Scott Karas
Chemistry
Dissertation: The Development of Point-of-Care Microfluidic Devices for the Detection of Infectious Diseases

Spencer Reed Kennedy
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Education Economics

Ka Ho Lam
Astronomy
Dissertation: Numerical Studies of Disk Formation Around Low-Mass Stars

Hsuan-Yu Lin
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: More Than a Megaphone: The Impact of Social Media on Political Leaders’ Foreign Affairs Communication in the U.S. and Taiwan

Jamila Shakira Marshall
Chemistry
Dissertation: Development of Microfluidic Technologies for Novel Analysis of Fingermark Deposits and Unique Approaches to the Detection of SARS-CoV-2

Roberto Carlos Mendez
Chemistry
Dissertation: Investigating Diacylglycerol Kinase Function and Regulation Using Chemical Proteomics and Mass Spectrometry Lipidomics

Nauder Namaky
Psychology
Dissertation: The Effect of Social Support on Psychological Resilience and Longitudinal Outcomes

Jessica Kristen Niblo
Music
Dissertation: Self-Assembly in Diverse and Changing Energy Landscapes

Heidi Christine Nicholls
Sociology
Dissertation: Interlocking Erasures: U.S. Empire, Whiteness, and the Teraforming of Politics

Evan Sandmark
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Evil, Contingency, and Morality

Jeannie Marie Sellick
Religious Studies
Dissertation: The Strongest Seed: Jerome’s Fashioning of an Ascetic Masculinity in Late Antiquity

Mahilda Eliza Shepard
Spanish
Dissertation: Life Politics: Race, Ecology and Dissident Aesthetics in Colombia

Karin Wilson Skeen
Nursing
Dissertation: Improving Health Outcomes Through Disruption of the Individual, Cultural and Structural Cycle of Racism

Crystal Rae Slane
Psychology
Dissertation: Racism Predicts White Individuals’ Tolerance for Wrongful Conviction

Amber Slatoyski
Astronomy
Dissertation: A Multi-Frequency VLA Continuum Investigation of Starburst & AGN Activity in Local ULIRGs

Daniel Wheeler Sunshine
History
Dissertation: Crucible of Union: Slavery and Democracy in the Founding of West Virginia

Alexander C. Sutton
Sociology
Dissertation: Composing the Creative Self: Constructing Meaning, Identity, and Aesthetic Imaginaries in Contemporary Art Music

Anne Marie Clare Thompson
English
Dissertation: Intimate Editing: Toward a Relational Philological Poetics

Laura Ann White
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: War, Public Opinion, and Leader Credibility

Robert Theodore Williams, Jr.
Mathematics
Dissertation: Commutator Formulas in Groups of Kac-Moody Type

Emily Belle Zahn
Chemistry
Dissertation: Analysis of Post-Translationally Modified Proteins by Mass Spectrometry

Qingguang Zhu
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Sediment Connectivity in the Coupled Tidal Flat-Seagrass-Marsh System

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Masters of Arts
Sanab Abrahams
Sebastian Corrales
Marissa Herzog
Alexandra Jones
Sthirling P Smith
Saylor Victoria Snowden
Aidan Thies
Yanxin Zhu

Masters of Science
Ryan Michael Sangston
Mary Helen Stangler
Jacob William Smith
Emily Spindler
Yang Xing

Conferred December 16, 2022

Doctors of Philosophy
Anthony Michael Ciancone
Chemistry
Dissertation: Advancing the Field of Chemical Proteomics Utilizing Sulfur-Triazole Exchange Chemistry
William Lewis Craig IV
Mathematics
Dissertation: On the Coefficients of Q-Series and Modular Forms
Harry Samuel Crusmire
Classics
Dissertation: Preverbs and Scalar Transitivity in Attic Greek Prose
Grace Elaine Cummings
Physics
Dissertation: A Search for Resonant Cascades to Neutral Standard Model Bosons and pTmiss and Selected Stories of the CMS Hadron Calorimeter Phase 1 Upgrade
Briona Elizabeth Dalesandro
Biology
Dissertation: Bacterial Immuno-therapy: Redirecting the Immune System for Antibacterial Therapeutics
Robert Michael Bruce Dyer
Chemistry
Dissertation: Advances in Organocatalytic Site Selective Oxidations
Yingnan Gao
Biology
Dissertation: Elucidating Macro-evolutionary and Macroecological Patterns in Microbes
Negin Gafourian
Chemistry
Julie Ellen Laudenschlager
Chemistry
Dissertation: Development of Regioselective Nitrene-Transfer (5+1) Cycloadditions as a Strategy for the Synthesis of Nitrogen Heterocycles
Shiwei Liu
Biology
Dissertation: Detection of Heterogeneous Copy Number Variation Reveals the Dynamics of Adaptation in Malaria Parasites
Justin Anthony Mann
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Between Authority and Sanctity: The Monastic Landscapes of Middle Byzantine Hellas
Peter Strasen Moench
Classics
Dissertation: Pindar's Physics of Family: Kinship, Heredity, and the Problem of Being Human
Michelle Justine Morgenstern
Anthropology
Dissertation: Play, Purity, and the Poetics of Moral Counterpublic Discourse on Tumblr.com
Akin Morrison
Physics
Dissertation: A String-Membrane Network Model of Topological Order in 3D Space
Akachukwu Daniel Obi
Chemistry
Dissertation: Ligand Strategies Based on Electronically Flexible Carbon Donors in Magnesium and Bismuth Chemistry
Killian Caitlin O’Connell
Chemistry
Dissertation: Integration of Sample Preparation with Centrifugal Microfluidic Devices for Automation of Clinical and Bioanalytical Assays
Badri Vishal Pandey
Mathematics
Dissertation: On Higher Turan Inequalities for the Plane Partitions, Ellipsoidal T-Designs, and J-Inversion
Alexandra Marielle Parisien
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Ecosystem N Cycling Through Secondary Succession Following Agricultural Abandonment
Alec Paulive
Chemistry
Dissertation: Modeling Irradiation of Interstellar Ices by Cosmic Rays
Jie Qi
Physics
Dissertation: Interpretable Machine Learning Design and Discovery of Complex-Composition Metallic Materials
Qijun Tang
Biology
Dissertation: Hypothalamic Neuron Circuits Underlying Interplay Between Biological Clock and Metabolism
Yu Tao
Physics
Dissertation: An Investigation of the Structural Phase Transitions in a Weyl Semimetal Using Neutron Scattering
Tara Lucile Valladares
Psychology
Dissertation: A Psychometric Evaluation of Emotion Detection Lexicons: Construct Validity and Measurement Differences
Xingyu Wang
Chemistry
Dissertation: Light Alkane Activation on Rh(111), an Imperfectly Perfect Surface
Tyler Wittman
Biology
Dissertation: The Role of Testosterone in Structuring Genetic Covariances and the Role of Parasites in Structuring Variation in Fitness and Natural Selection
Zijiao Yang
Physics
Dissertation: Classical Applications and Quantum Aspects of Microresonator-Based Optical Frequency Combs
Yang Yu
Biology
Dissertation: The Mechanisms of Seasonal Adaptation in Drosophila melanogaster
Kun Yuan
Chemistry
Dissertation: Development of Sulfonyle-Triazole Exchange (SuTEx) Molecules for Live-Cell Protein Profiling Via Quantitative Proteomics Methods
Ke Zhang
Chemistry
Dissertation: The Late Transition Metal-Mediated Activations of the Molecules Relevant to the Water-Gas Shift Reaction
Mingyang Zhang
Anthropology
Dissertation: Futures Traced: Young Tibetans' Entrepreneurial Projects on the Tibetan Plateau
Daniel James Zimmerman
English
Dissertation: The Sacrament and the Stage: Eucharistic Representations in English Theater

Masters of Arts
Helmer Manuel Acevedo Reyes
Kyle Jamiah Barrentine
Noah Joseph Busssel
Isabel Bielat
Diego Andres Briones
Christian Giovanni Cancho Ruiz
Chen Chen
Hao Chen
Evelyn Lucille Conrad
Daniel Donnell Martin
Sarah Elizabeth Espinel
Jason Oliver Evans
Tia Folgerheater
Barna Sinia Garcia Sanchez
Jean Lea Gazin
Zachary Michael Haines
Tiana Hairston
Joshua Dustin Hamm
Tyler Gregory Horoho
Marissa Jane Kessemich
Samantha Koreman
Jingrun Liu
Jaclyn Arielle Lisnek
Sophia Katharina Marques
Saran Mishra
Molly Kathryn Nichols
Brian Michael Perkins
Jason Aaron Pioquinto
Tanat Puansuwan
Randall Puckett
Rachel Bassett Retica
Audrinus Justinas Rickus
Kayedn Stockwell
Emma Rose Toner
DeShawn Vaughan
Vallaire Marie Wallace
Anran Wang
Emma Aisling Whelan
Cabell Lancaster Williams
Colin A Williams
Kun Yuan
Jie Zhang

Masters of Science
Elizabeth Rose Bieri
Landon McRae Buckland
Elektorias Chatzieiohorditis
Shuyu Chen
Chengyang Chu
William Lewis Craig IV
Alejandro De Las Penas Castano
Elizabeth Sara Milo Dukes
Songfan Fan
Nathan Frey
Frank Conner Hancock
Lanxue He
Megan Taylor Herr
Kimberly Kathleen Hollister
Hao Hu
Sorawich Maichum
Katie Margaret Monroe
Tong Mu
Badri Vishal Pandey
Nathaniel James Poland
Hasan Saad
Samantha Collins Schlesser
Lara Eisha Sharma
Yiwei Shen
Yuehao Shen

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Agatha Patrizzia Tatang
Bi Youan Eric Tra
Elise Marie Turnetta
Zhuoxuan Wang
Yingqi Wen
Karen Yang
Jiebing Yin
Fangzhou Yu
Valentina Zapata Castro
Hezhen Zheng

Conferred May 21, 2023

Doctors of Philosophy
Maura Minoru Kahaunlani Austin
Psychology
Dissertation: An Illusion of Improvement

Evan Mikal Bagley
Statistics
Dissertation: Phase I Cancer Clinical Trial Designs for Cell Therapies

Laura Elise Rabinowitch Barry
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: New Observational Constraints on the Temperature Dependence of Ozone Production and Loss

Sally Joy Bonsall
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: New Political Parties and Democratic Satisfaction After Europe’s Financial and Migrant Crises

Lori Ellen Borg
Nursing
Dissertation: Maternal Adverse Childhood Experiences and Infant Outcomes

Ashley McKay Boulden
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Licentious Prints: The Persistence of the Rocaille and the Malleable Antique in French Ornamental Prints and Interiors, c. 1736-1788

Dennis James Campbell
Economics
Dissertation: An Empirical Analysis of a Two-Sided, Ad-Financed Media Platform with Targeted Advertising

Kali Nyima Cape
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Women and Sexuality in Deqin (deqin-chen): A Study of the Seminal Heart of the Dukin (nkh’a) ‘gro snying thig’

Lourdes Romero Carhuapampa
Nursing
Dissertation: Health-Related Quality of Life Among Survivors of Intracerebral Hemorrhage: A Hypothesis-Generating Study of One Year Recovery Trajectories and Health Care Decision Making

Christina Marie Carroll
Psychology
Dissertation: Teachers’ Learning Orientation Scale Development and Validation

Yan Chen
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Financial Macroeconomics

Crystal Dawn Chu
Nursing
Dissertation: The Development of a Decision Aid to Promote Informed, Shared Decision Making for Contralateral Prophylactic Mastectomy (CPM)

Carne Ann Cifers
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Deciding Dinah: The Narrative Ethics of Genesis 34 and Its Re-Presentation in Jubilees, Josephus Judean Antiquities, and Joseph and Aseneth

Creighton Dugan Coleman
Religious Studies
Dissertation: From Contempt to Encounter: Pentecostal Political Theology and Democratic Life

Kelley Lucille Cordova
French
Dissertation: ‘Une littérature compliquée’: (Re)Writing the Margin in Contemporary France

Joshua Scott Danoff
Psychology
Dissertation: Epigenetic and Neuro-Developmental Consequences of Early Life Experience

Mary Angelique Gomez Demetillo
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Observing Air Pollution Variability with Climate Change and Environmental Injustice

Brooke Dinsmore
Sociology
Dissertation: Relational Cultures, Inequality, and Belonging: Race, Class, and Teacher-Student Relationships at Two U.S. High Schools

Kelly Elizabeth Dunham
Chemistry
Dissertation: Improving Real-Time Fast-Scan Cyclic Voltammetry Serotonin Detection to Understand Different Antidepressant and Genetic Effects in Drosophila melanogaster

Grace Marie East
Anthropology

Molly Finn
Astronomy
Dissertation: Environmental Conditions of the Extremes of Star Formation: From Quiescent Clouds to Super Star Clusters

Matthew Allen Frakes
History

Abbas Ghaddar
Biological Sciences
Dissertation: Uncovering the Molecular Networks Underlying Organismal Health and Disease

Alda Jo Gofinski
Sociology
Dissertation: Augmenting the Sociology of Art for the Metaverse: An Ethnography of Augmented Reality Activist Art

Anna Hall
Physics
Dissertation: Data-Driven Validation of NOvA’s Convolutional Neural Network for Electron (Anti) Neutrino Selection

Daniel Quinn Harper
Economics
Dissertation: The Effects of Liquidity, Information, and Beliefs in Experimental Asset Markets

Jesse Eljah Helman
History
Dissertation: Weimar Temporal Distancing of Racist History

Kyun Woo Hong
Psychology
Dissertation: White Americans’ Temporal Distancing of Racist History

Kyhia Henderson
Psychology
Dissertation: Evaluation of Systematic Uncertainties in the Precise Magnetic Field Measurement for the Muon g-2 Experiment

Yeoseom Hwang
Economics
Dissertation: Addressing Traffic Congestion

Brandon Gregory Jacques
Psychology
Dissertation: Scale-Invariant Temporal History (SITH): A Neural First Principle Approach to Designing Efficient and High-Performing Deep Learning Networks

Nan Jiang
Physics
Dissertation: Testing General Relativity with Gravitational Waves from Compact Binaries
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Julia Carlena Yesenia Dickey
Alexander Clairborne Dickson
John Michael Sengan Dand
Rachel Ding
Khuyen Thuy Dinh
Skylar Dinsmore
Kathy Dleop
Cecilia F Djan
Gabriele Djelevic
Tijana Djokic
Isabel Grace Dlabach
Monica Thu Ngoc Do
Vy K Doan
Simone Noelle Dominique
Margaret Cenci Donaldson
Madelyn Elizabeth Donohoe
Aubrey Elise Donohue
Emily Marilyn Donovan
Hansa Doppalapudi
Georgia Douglas
Hannah Cornith Douglas
Katherine C Douglass
Zachary William Downer
Joshua Ian Downey
Lauren Marie Driggers
Francis Parker Driscoll
Dana Meredith Drogin
Kevon Du
Keven Du
Justin Douglas Duenkel
Madeleine Rose Dumaran
Sara Peyton Dunklee
Holly K Dunn
Olivia Rae Dunnig
Evelyn Windfield Walsh Duross
Carly Dwim
Mary Helen Dwyer
Thomas Wells Dye
Zinat Edjlali
Charles H Edminton
Jarrett Theodore Edtira
Anne Caroline Edwards
Chelsea Lorraine Edwards
Jameson Alan Edwards
Julia Claire Edwards
Louisa Edwards
Maxwell Everett Edwards
Spencer Raymond Edwards
Ruth Efrem
Olivia Francesca Egge
Jansen Mara Eichenlaub
Omar Maher El Torkey
Musheerah Monae El-Amin
Uzoma Chidimma Elekwachi
Louqin Elkhalsi
Charlotte Teresa Ellis
Faith Helen Ellis
Rose Elizabeth Ellis
Megan Aileen Elmer
Yehya Ayman Elnagdy
Tanya SteeleErvreaga
Joseph Eliss
John Hampton Emerson
Ryan Scott Emison
Jennifer Ashlyn Ende
Daniel Patrick Endean
Kathryn Ennertz
Lauren Elizabeth Enstrom
Akiarah DuAngela Epps
Esther Anna Irma
Lovisa Eriksson von Allmen
Rafael Junior Escoto
Musir Zelalem Esthet
Adam Essafi
Chandler Estep
Jeffrey Hall Ester
Jaden King Evans
Sarah Padhil
Meghan Anne Fahy
Grant William Faircloth
Rosemary Katherine Faircloth
Zainab Faisal
Alayna Blythe Faison
Aimi Aronson Falk
Isabelle J Fang
Zheru Fu
Sumayyah Fatoob
Haroon Israr Farooqi
M Yusuf Farooqi
Elliott Anne Farrington
Adona Fasil
Lauren Regina Fatigate
Lucy Stetson Faust
Nicholas Michael Favale
Samuel Christopher Fedde
William Anders Feinmou
Thomas Michael Feinstein
Akela Noelle Feng
Nina Nicole Ferenc
Olivia Fergerstrom
Alexis Ferguson
Megan Frances Ferguson
Reid Estelle Ferguson
Jaci Naileen Fernandez
Susana Louise Fernandez
Luca Moran Ferrari
Tristan Demonti Ferrari
Nicholas Anthony Fertitta
Ellie Louise Feleser
Claire Marie Feggter

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Da Lin
Leo Lin
Yiheng Lin
Ziqing Lin
Paola Victoria Linares
John Byron Lindsey, Jr.
Elizabeth Mary Link
Paul Stephen Lanza
Harrison Joseph Listen
Samantha Daniele Little
Abel Liu
Hao Liu
Kaylee Tanyue Liu
Kexuan Liu
Megan Elsa Liu
Yijia Liu
William James Lloyd
Collin Erin Locurato
Abigail Leanne Lohnmeyer
Grace Emery Long
Philine Lor
Abigail Grace Loranca
Andrew Charles Loren
Susannah Marie Loss
Dylan Loughheed
Jacob Theodore Lovelace
David Henry Lovett
Yongze Lyu
Sophia Lyon
Sirui Luo
Victor Z Luo
Mary Lau
Naomi Phuong Quan Lau
Amber Serene Ly
Tara Grace Lydon
John Jett Lyerly
Declan Joseph Lynch
Hanna O’Neill Lynch
Kyle Ray Lynch
Margaret R Lynn
Sophia Lyon
Yongze Lyu
Vivian Ma
Adah Rae MacDonald
Daniella L. Machado
Jessica L. Machado
Tyler Scott Mackesy
Cecelia MacKenzie MacNamara
Zoe Gabriella Macy
Cecelia MacKenzie MacNamara
Distinguished Majors Program
Mary Dryden Maio
Pradeeti Mainali
Mena Allah Mohamed Mahmoud
Hassan Orabi
Owen Hildreth Mahoney
Pradeeti Mainali
Mary Dryden Maio
Madeline Ann Maoi
Natalia Vera Malayaova
Grace Marie Makin
Jack Henry Malcolm
Jacob Bradley Malcolm
Thea Malerbi
Rahul Neil Malik
Marta Malewicz
Sophie Isabella Mallas
Janai Margaret Malone
May Colleen Maloney
Paisley Anne Maloney
Karina Mira Manatlas
Tolliver Christina Mance
Maura Catherine Mann
William Butler Mann
Charles Frederick Williams
Manning III
Julia Mansfield
Nicole Dora Manzo
Mason Alexander Marche
Alexander Jerry Mancopulos
Lauren Snow Markward
Olivia Mae Marrus
Emma Marsh
Milan Grace Marsh
Aldo Martin
Alexander Craig Martini
Grady Austin Martin
Graham Lyndon Martin
Julia Skiparythe Whitehouse Martin
Kira Lindsay Martin
Madeline Grace Martin
Susanna Chandler Martin
Viana Alexandria Martinez
Somaya Marzuy
Gabrielle Mashkouri
Anna Joy Mason
Brooklin Samantha Mason
Sophia Isabelle Mason
Kayla Marie Massenburg
Helen Latimer Matheson
Silas James Mathew
Samuel Shearson Mattingly
Grant Herron Matzkgieth
Michael R Mauro
Ishaa Mawla
Hampton McCullough Maxim
Eleonore Maxwell
Rachel Dowd Maxwell
Madeline Rose May
Lisa Mayesky
Allison Brooke Maynard
Peter James Mazzino
Samantha E Mazza
Rory Manion McAley
Maev McCaffery
Claire Ellen McCall
Sierra Marie McCance
Kyle Matthew McClelland
Megan Elizabeth McCombs
Tess Halen McCormick
Allison Lefcourt McCormick
Jackson Maxwell McCummings
Riley Belle McDonald
Robert Clayton McDonough IV
Caroline C McGahren
Ellia Grace McGinnis
Aidan William McGowan
Grant Alexander McGregor
Brooklyn Danielle McGrew
Maria Sophia McHugh
Noah Ernest McIntire
Caroline McKenna
Haleigh Ann McLean
John McLean
Eugenie Eustus McLeod
Michael Freda K Mathmann
McNulty, Jr.
Izabell Athena McReynolds
Anna Elizabeth McSherry
Cabot McTavish
Colin McLeod Meek
Isabella Theresa Mehrotra
Claudia Daniela Mergares
Clare Beatrice Melley
Jacob Tyler Melman-Rogers
Jonas True Barron Mendes
Irvyg Uriel Mendez Rivas
Katherine Menendez
Logan Wilson Mencer
Leleha Ramsheela Mereddy
William Maxwell Meyer
Julia Stephanie Miao
Sarah Elizabeth Milam
Abigail Elizabeth Milhiser
Catherine Julia Miller
Evan Carrick Miller
Hays Wold Miller
Talia N Miller
Jack Mills
Charlotte Louise Milone
Jessica Lauren Mintz
Bruce Macchesney Mishly
Eliza Madeline Mitchell
Klarke Safiya Mitchell
Madeline Quinn Mixon
Garrett Robert Moe
Babak Mohaghegh Yazdi
Ania Ahmed Mohamed
Ola Mohamed
Faadil Mohammed
Sumaya Mahmud Mohammed
Haile Mokrzycki
Clark Russell Mollencop
Hannah Beth Molin
Raynes Ricardo MollinedoRodriguez
Jonathan Darryl Mondrey, Jr.
Elliot Montefido
Quinton Omarr Monroe
Madison Mojahn Monroe-Mohajern
Adrian Isaiah Moore
Anna Caperton Moore
Christina Gabrielle Moore
Frances Cantrell Moore
Jacob Bryan Moore
Jessica Samantha Moore
Kandace Monique Moore
Sean Moore
Sylvan Zhang Moore
Trinity Denae Moore
Charles Peter Mooz
Jacqueline Elizabeth Morales
Sara Moreno
Valeria Moreno
Abigail M Morgan
John Edward Morgan
Sayaka Mori
Selik Kotaiyya Morishetty
Caroline Alton Morley
Emma Kate Morris
Amelia Moschita
Zoe Juliana Moser
Alexander Philip Mosher
Kyle Bailey Mosteller
Martha Nynussi Mosweta
Frances Anna Motley
Grace Elizabeth Motta
Laiba Zahoor Mougalh
Katelyn Grace Moulton
Mitchell Allen Mount
Maria Paula Moya Lopez
Ibrahim Muhammad
Rowan Elizabeth Mulcahey
Elizabeth Manning Muller
Jenna Noel Mulvihill
Laine Alexander Mumford
Margaret Elizabeth Munday
Shruthi Iyer Muralidaran
Desot Muri Murphy
Lila Dillon Murphy
Michael Murphy
Ethan Paul Murray
Thomas Karol Murray
Anootha Murataz
Taylor Benjamin Musa
Morgan Noelle Muse
Mamoun Mohammed Mustafa
Emma Klaer Myer
Tucker Dalton Myers
Hyun Jun Myong
Raji Nadar
Zachary Dennis Nahorney
Jude Nanaw
Madelyn Gailey Nance
Julia Rose Napier
Gabriella Napoli
Nicolas Jorge Naylor
Aidan Christopher Naylor
Poyaa Mohammad Nazari
Brigid Elise Newcomb
Jared Thomas Newman
Lydia Patricia Newman
Jamie Mackenzie Newton
Karisja Jacold
Dylan Boa An Ngo
Alan A Nguyen
Caitlin Doan Trang Nguyen
Hien T Nguyen
Huy Khanh Nguyen
Huyen Anh Nguyen
Katie QuynhHau Nguyen
Kevin Lan Nguyen
Luan Hang Ba Nguyen
Marcus Nguyen
Nhi Y Nguyen
Thao Thuy Nguyen
Tracy Nguyen
VyPhuong Katie Nguyen
Elia Claire Nichols
Krutik Nigam
Joelle C Nakaj
Helen Wahlstrom Niles
Simon Nitu
Andrew M Niu
Naomi Nkan
Moheshe Lissette Wright Nkosi
Connor Patrick Noble
Waverly Wynette Nohr
Distinguished Majors Program

Anna Rebecca Weese-Grubb
Tessa Duston Webster
Sydney Rose Wayand
Donovan Lee Hunter Waugh
Shelby Clarke Watson
Sydney Rose Vanden
Nayeli Valdez
John Anthony Valent
Celeste Maria Valinhu, Jr.
Amit Jay Vallabh
Victoria Kathleen Van Ingen
Caitlin Taylor Varela
Gabriella Marie Vargas
Lindsey Rose Vassallo
Nirish Vasudeva
Ella Reaves Vlahsan
Karen J Vaughan
Nathan Peter Vendt
Margaret Irene Vichek
Vibha Gayathri Vijay
Katie Jane Villanueva
Takeem A Vuk
Andrew Vivian
Maria Laura Vizcaino
Kelvin Yo
Alexander Nicholas Vogel, Jr.
Patrick John Volk, Jr.
Joseph Howard von Storch
Jackson McClary Voudouris
Raaga Unmesha Vullikanti
Lauren Marie Wade
Jacob Lee Wageman
Ariana Walker
Casey Nicole Walker
DeAnna Marquita Walker
William Jackson Wallace
Hannah Nicole Waller
Kristen Elizabeth Walsh
Kara Nicole Walters
Sophia Rose Walton
Charles Wang
Lucy Chun Wang
Shiqi Wang
Shuyue Wang
Weicheng Wang
Yuxuan Wang
Ziyuan Wang
Sidney Adaora Wanko
Miriam Sander Wanner
Anna Beale Ward
William Cyrus Ward
Cameron Christopher Ware
Jonathan Whaley Warga
Bianka Sydney Warnick
Jashanpreet Singh Warrig
Benjamin Ryan Wasik
Kaitlyn Marie Wasinger
Madison Ann Wasko
Shelby Clarke Watson
Donavan Lee Hunter Waugh
Sydney Rose Wayand
Jaylah Koree Webb
Kerry Jean Webster
Tessa Duston Webster
Anna Rebecca Wesse-Grubb

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Yuhao Wei
Steven Henry Weinstein
Alexander Jovan Weinstock
Cameron James Weisfeld
Carson James Weiss
Nicholas Wesson Wells
Liam Robert Welsh
Raymond Lu Wen
Luke Paul Wentz
Kya Tanyen West
Davis Chisman Westbrook
Elizabeth Ann Ross Westermann
Cadyn Grace Westhoff
Talia Gloria Weston
Chloe Giselle Wetzler
Benjamin Luke Wheatry
Justin Riley Wheelock
Zachary Whitcomb
Cayla Elizabeth White
Connor Joseph White
Mathew David White
Matilda Jae White
Sarah Elizabeth Whiteside
Lauren M Whitlock
Claire Louise Whitman
Lilly Finlayson Whittern
Donatas Kevin Wicks
Nicholas Theodore Wiedemann
Tahi Pearl Wiggins
Sophia Victoria Wilbourn
Catherine Judith Willy
Matthew Wade Wilcox
Catherine Marie Wildwood
Cheryl Wilfred
Ellie Michele Wilkie
Sarah Louise Wilkinson
Anne Marie Williams
Clare Colburn Williams
John Henry Williams
Lydia Jane Williams
Meagan Williams
Reagan Marie Williams
Samuel Woodward Williams
Haley Grace Wilson
Mason E Wilson
Virginia Lynn Wilson
Joshua Thomas Max Vinegar
Berkeley E Winston
John Brigen Winters
Coleman Robinson Wise
Avery Diehl Witherow
Mary Hamel Witycombe
Noelle Ulla Wohlg
Marimarawit M Woldeab
Alma Nickole Wolf
Helma Wondwosen
Andrew S Woo
Abigail Rose Wood
Addie Whitman Wood
Robert Samuel Wood
Margaret Myers Woodard
Eliza Wilcox Woodlin
Elizabeth Cole Wooldard
Grayson Knight Worley
Jensyn Avery Worrell
Naomi Alexandra Wren
Anna Blake Wright
Jack Wright
Hongyan Wu
Ji Wu
Rebecca Jasmine Wu
Yulan Wu
Isabella Alessandra Wuco
Nathaniel Scott Wyeran
Christopher R Xie
Catherine Xu
Haowen Xu
Liran Xu
Xiaoliang Xu
Maryann Awu Xu
Evan Yan
Alexander Yang Yang
Alyce W Yang
Derek Yang
HuiXin Yang
Michael Yang
Wesley Evan Yang
Katrina Ann Yankovich
Marco Yannie
Laurel Emiko Yano
Kameron Yarberry
Abbey Woube Yared
Elizabeth Hyesoo Yi
Kathleen Yi
Joshua Techan Yim
Bria Youngtae Yoon
Krestina Sameh Younan
Monica Younan
Terrence Young, Jr.
Caroline Stuart Young
Erin Lynn Young
Hannah Brooke Young
Margaret Galloway Young
Megan Elizabeth Young
Olivia Grace Young
William Kahler Youngblood
Monica Ann Youssef
Sarah Mohammad Samir Youssef
Christine Jiwon Yu
Huiying Yu
Yitong Yu
Ruoxuan Yuan
Ying Yuan
Cheryl Yue
Tyler Jihoon Yun
Ian Christopher Yung
Jacob Samuel Zahalsky
Zain Syed Zahir
Kamran Shah Zahory
Elizabeth Mason Zampella
Philip Richard Zanone
Amirana Zarehbadcoli
Hannah Zavert
Hudson Daniel Zegarski
Ethan Kelly Zeh
Chloe Renee Zehfuss
Isaac Grace Zelter
Elaine Zeng
Zhilin Zeng
Tara Zeni
Anne Ruth Zetklic
Cynthia Zhang
Ningxin Zhang
Stephanie Zhang
Tingwei Zhang
Tianyi Zhao
Yixiao Zhao
Michelle Y Zheng
Vivine Zheng
Jinge Zhou

Yingyi Zhu
Yuheng Zhu
Margaret Louise Zibas
Kayleigh Juul Zigler
Ainsley Jean Zimmer
Daniel Robb Zimmerman
Emma Paige Ziselman
Emily Anne Zucker
Muhammad Farhan Zulfiqar

Bachelors of Science

ASTRONOMY-PHYSICS
Joshua Cole Faggert
Jee-Ho Kim
Ethan Michael McKeever
Louis Seyfriz
Sarah Elizabeth Shrir
Pichaya Testirakul

BIOLOGY
Samuel Bekele Berhanu
Kaitlyn Jacqueline Cue
Nina Michelle Cummings
Victoria Kathleen Feist
Nicole Ann Freeman
Noah Charles Fryling
Cara Lynn Grady
Benjamin Thomas Herold
Christopher James Heron
Avani Jean Grace Hopkims
Sophie Isabelle Howard
Riya Jain
Gabrielle R James
Julia Margarethe Johnson
August Dianne Kahle
Lily Sara Kaufman
Ahoora Ladoni
Tanner Lewis
Sophia Rose Link
Eluye Koren Mehan
Jacob Reinhart Mingle
Jesus Samuel Neyra
Preston Todd Nipper
Braeton Oliver
Christine Felicia Park
Avery Marie Pearson
Nicole Kaylee Post
Conor Michael Quigley
Kaufast Rajesh
Philippe Fehe Reeves
Natalie Kathryn Seyler
Ahmad Shahid
Leila Littleton Shepard
Lucille Grace Shichman
Paige Louise Stanley
Eirim Stylianopoulos
Angela Catherine VanTerpool
Charan Sri Vennur
Andrew Kieran Warrington
Haoran Yuan
Nicole Zenda
Shuwen Zhan
Xiaoxuan Zhang

CHEMISTRY
Paige Elizabeth Adams
Emily Kathryn Alley
Jordan Alexis Baker
Paul Johann Ledwin Bean
Klint Bejko

1 Bachelors of Science
School of Medicine

Philip Seegren
Pharmacology
Dissertation: Mitochondrial Ca2+ Signaling in Inflammation and Innate Immunity

Zollie White III
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: The Role of Liver Kinase B1 (LKB1) in Eradication of Proliferative Neoplasms

Briana Wilson
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Function and Regulation of rRNA Fragments

Dennis Wong
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Defining the Functional Mechanism of FHL5 that Underlies Coronary Artery Disease Risk

Ying Xiong
Biophysics
Dissertation: Developments of Advanced NanoLuc-Based Bioluminescent Systems for Bioimaging and Assays

Masters of Public Health

Brittany Ann Acors
Julia Anne Allison
Tanisha Michelle Bostic
Caroline Anne Conrad
Swetha Kota
Alyssa Brynn Lowry
Elizabeth Rose Payne
Alexa Haley VanderPloeg
Abigail Grace Wester

Masters of Science

Aleksandra Cwik
Katelyn Nicole Kraichely
Maria Murach
Harish Narasimhan
Randall Thomas Schirra, Jr.
Daria Sokovikova

Conferred May 21, 2023

Doctors of Medicine

Adedamola Adedokun
Anna Adrees
Syed Mazin Ahmad
JungEun Ahn
Victor Propato Aquino
Walter Henry Banfield
Jennifer Nicole Barquin
Alexandra Jacqueline Quigley
Belardo-Defelice
Alexander Anthony Belardo-Flowers
Michaela Grace Berens
Vishvshya Bhatnagar
Lena Marie Vetter Bichell
Ashley Catherine Bolte
Carter William Boughton
Katherine Renee Bruch
Colby Michael Brunette
Alexa Caitlin Caflil-Learner
Xiaoyu Cai
Michael Patrick Calgi
Adam Jia-Xiang Chang
Michael Z. Chen
Samuel Chen Chin
Emma Katherine Craige
Andrew Scott Culberson
Anthony Carmen-Joseph DeNovio
Aditya Dewanjee
Kimberly Elizabeth Doerr
Taylor Kathryn Downs
Miriam Isabelle du Plessis
Lauren Elizabeth Dunavant
Marisa Nhat-quinh Duong
Amani Dwiwedi
Raven Nicole Eberth
Nicole Lee Edmonds
Olufunmilayo Temitope Eletu
Omar Elghawy
Benjamin Pierson Emery
Alisa Keiko Erck
Faraz Farzad
John Daniel Faught
Sarah Elizabeth Flores
William Campbell Ford
Taylor Tiana Franklin
Sarah Nicole Fribance
Laura Isabel Fuhr
Yajaira Garcia Rodriguez
Bemenet Tsegay Getachew
Monique Ann Ghazar
Shehade Gonzalez-Castillo
Caroline Emily Greer
Jefferson S. Griscavage
Abshaday Assea Gudina
Alexander Charles Haley
Abby Elizabeth Halm
Jerrod Christopher Hames
Lydia Vail With Hanson
Syed Shahzeb Hasan
Carter Lee Head
Christopher Andrew Henderson
Dannelle Anne-Marie Hogarth
Minghui Huang
Anthony Joseph Ignozzi
Jasmin Renae Johnson
Teddy Tesutaro Theodore Kamata
Rohan Martin Karanth
Jacob Kosyakovskiy
Joshua Thomas Kowalczyn
Mark Andrew Lantier
Emily Jane Larkin
Peter Whitman Lear
Taylor Scott Lear
Elizabeth Mikhailova Levit
Cynthia Li
Feng Li
Yi-Ting Liu
Alena Esther Lowell
Edgar Joseph Luat
Steven Lucas Mackar
Erica Jaclyn Mark
Kelley Rowan Mark
Alexander Sean Mathew
Ravdeep Kaur Mathone
Dylan Leon McCaleb
Jesse Jordan McClure
Elizabeth Deglau McGriff
Sloane Ariana McTavish
Ajay M Mehta
Joseph Anthony Michel
Jessica Ann Miele
Gauri Misra
James Emmett Montgomery
Elissa Janelle Moody
Frances Lerae Morales
Quinn Morrow
Mansoor Muheen
Adishesh Kalya Narahari
Itamar Naveh-Benjamin
Colby Nicole Newson
Najahay Leah Niami
Amen Belete Nigussie
Hayne Noh
Abigail Jane Norwood
Rachel May O’Brien
Trent Alexander Ogaz
Ignacio Ognian
Virginia Lee Olivier
Vito Paltrak Onaie
Cassidy Anna O’Sullivan
Hakeem Rachid Oufkir
Chelsea Marie Palmer
Shilpi Y. Patel
Paranjay Dharmandra Patel
Alexandra Beth Persily
Long-Quan Duc Pham
Brandon Michael Podyma
Rachel Esther Politi
Grace Elizabeth Prillaman
Madisyn Anelle Primas
Joe Joseph Puthumana
Emily Pauline Rabinovich
Danny Leith Rayes
Christopher Jonas Rice
Taylor Westbrook Robinson
Aarash Khosravi Roshandel
Theodore Nicholas Rudic
Miyabi Saito
Michaela Marie Schreyer
Margaret Lillian Lurcott Selesky
Unique Najah Shakkour
Aisha Mohamed Sharif
Ashley Edie Silver
Regan Skye Sindelar
Natalie Sonia Skekey
Andrew Dillon Skipper
Claire Chmara Slevin
Daneil Song
Madison Danielle Sroufe
Julian Adam Stashower
Rachel Lauren Stolzenfeld
Suha Kamal Sayed Suleman
Sarah Virginia Swinehart
Alexander Leon Syrov
Eric Robert Taleghani
Sable Elizabeth Thompson
Kayleigh Conry Vance
Jasmine Varani
Andrew Scott Vipperman, Jr.
Ryan Andrew Visser
Eric Gerard Waelbroeck
John Seng Wang
Amanda Elizabeth Ward
William Peter Warker
Daniel Lucien Wesley
William Wey
Andrew Tomislav Zaninovich
Monica Berhaman Zeidew

Doctors of Philosophy

Abdullah Abood
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Leveraging GWAS and the Transcriptome to Identify Potential Causal Genes in Osteoporosis

Merci Ngozi Best
Pharmacology
Dissertation: Breaking Barriers: A Quantitative Analysis of Axon Initial Segment Damage in Neurodegenerative Diseases

Sean Ryan Cuddy
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Neuronal Innate Immune Signaling Supports Herpes Virus Reactivation

Arun Brendan Dutta
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Transcription Factor Function and Regulation in Development and Disease

Elisa Enriquez Hesles
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Unexpected Longevity Factors

Patrick Faughnan
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Genetic Deletion or Pharmacologic Inhibition of PIM1 Impairs Breast Cancer Growth and Metastasis

Qinlei Gu
Microbiology
Dissertation: Treg-Specific Deletion of the Phosphate SHP-1 Impairs Control of Inflammation In Vivo

Michael Antal Kovacs
Microbiology
Dissertation: Memingele Lyphatic Drainage Promotes T-Cell Responses Against the Neurotropic Pathogen Toxoplasma Gondii But Does Not Support Resolution of Cerebral Edema

Kristyna Kupkova
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Epigenetics of Chronic Childhood Undernutrition

Bao The Le
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: The Role of PTPN1 in the Progression of JAK2V617F-Induced Myeloproliferative Neoplasms

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Sihan Li  
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics  
Dissertation: The Role of MYO7A in Tearing Sensory Hair Cell Sensitivity

Wei Feng Ma  
Experimental Pathology  
Dissertation: Investigating Atherosclerosis and Chemotherapy-Induced Cardiomyopathy at the Single-Cell Resolution

Andrea Rae Merchak  
Neuroscience  
Dissertation: Exploring the Gut-Brain Axis: The Impact of Gut Microbiota-Immune Interface on Mood and Multiple Sclerosis

Anupam Prakash  
Microbiology  
Dissertation: Phospholipids by AAV-Mediated Targeting Oxidized Dissertations:
- Pharmacology: Anaerobic Glycolysis
- Neuroscience: Adenocarcinoma
- Electron Recycling Reciprocally Structure the Inner Mitochondria and Peroxisome
- Microbiology: Immune and Lymphatic Responses
- Genetics: Age-Dependent DNA Stability in ALS and Cancer
- Neurology: Immunostaining Mucin and Lipoprotein Immunosurveillance
- Cell Biology: Adenocarcinoma and Lymphovascular Invasion
- Cancer: Oxidative Stress in ALS and Cancer
- Biochemistry: DNA Secondary Structure-Driven Genome Instability in ALS and Cancer
- Neurochemistry: Age-Dependent Immune and Lymphatic Responses After Spinal Cord Injury

Masters of Public Health
Setareh Abooli  
Madison Elizabeth Allen  
Richita Bashyal  
Thomas Ruesch Bradley  
Grace Frances Farmar  
Lindsay Ann Graham  
Lana-Michele Jeglum Homola  
Christian Hyde  
Madina Kamiloval  
Abigail Elizabeth Kreatts  
Mannah Khwaja  
Samanta Areille Knee  
Donavon Alexander Lea  
Madeleine Rose Lubercer  
Miriav Edith Mindel  
Madhav S Nair  
Miso Park  
Eleah Jade Parker  
Sarah Elizabeth Podwika  
Jana Elise Pushkin  
Odell Bayou Rose  
Lucie Eloise Rutherford  
Abby Sacks  
Leya Demi Salis  
Imani Anyiah Sanders  
Kamya Sanjay  
Neha Shah  
Robert Jeffrey Siebers  
Neharika Sonal Singh  
Leo Wacker  
Traci Alexa Williams  
Jaycee M Yegher

Masters of Science
Heather M Barber  
Katherine Chen  
Christopher Lee Cramer  
Olivia Isabella Christiane de Cuba  
Jitendra Kumar Gautam  
Sree Harshah Kolli  
Evan R Lamb  
Daniel Stanley Lank  
Aman David Mangalmurti  
Madison Mehlber  
Emily L Mitchell  
Rossymar Rivera-Colon  
Yadeliz Adlin Serrano Matos  
Jamel William Simpson  
Weronika Tomaka

School of Law
Conferred May 21, 2023

Juris Doctores
James Wyatt Aiken  
Monique S. Alavi  
Joe D. Aldridge  
Carson Ballentine Allison  
Joshua Zane Altemus  
Christina Irene Antonucci  
Meghana A. Appulaura  
Shivani K. Arimilli  
Sujata D. Bajracharya  
Spencer Ray Bankhead  
John Paul Baratta  
Holly Catherine Bard  
Lawrence J. Barker  
Ciara Nicole Barone  
Soraya Batanganheilid  
Kara J. Bennett  
Kendall Elizabeth Bernard  
Samuel Collins Blackington  
Bryan Michael Blaylock  
Ryan D. Blom  
Anna Marie Binski  
Camille Victoria Boler  
Paul R. Bowers  
Bridge Boyd  
Alexander N. Briggs  
Daniel Ryan Brown  
Hunter Andrew Brown  
John W. Brown  
Amelia Browning  
Emily J. Bucholtz  
Isaac Kevin Buckley  
Kevin Q. Bui  
Craig Campbell  
Ashley Nicole Campbell  
Cara L. Capocentii  
Whitney Carter  
Katie Marie-Rogers Chacho  
Lucas K. Chacho  
Holl M. Chaisson  
Scott Chamberlain  
Devon N. Chenelle  
Ruby Anna Cherian  
Makenna D. Cherry  
Lindsey Grace Chiu  
Daniel S. Choi  
Alayna Choo  
Christopher Coleman  
Marissa Coleman  
Reidar A. Composano  
Alex Corlayan  
Eljah L. Coryell  
Thomas R. Coverdale  
Emeline D. Cox  
Timothy Wright Crump  
Rachel M. Dalton  
Louis Michael Davis  
Olivia A. De Silva  
Leah J. DeFazio  
Juhi Desai  
Christian Diaz-Ritz

Sarah Countryman Dickinson  
Skylar Rae Dreicinski  
Eric Stefan Dunbar  
Jordan P. Dunlap  
Anna V. Dyches  
Julia J. Eger  
Olive Esdorfer  
Christian B. Ekins  
Sophia E. Evans  
Laura Patricia Faas  
Hilary F. Finkelstein  
Ryan Robert Fitzgerald  
Jamison G. Fletcher  
Trevor S. Floyd  
James P. Ford  
Yewande Samantha Ford  
Walkir Forestberry  
John Patrick French  
Amalia Isabel Garcia-Pretelt  
Monica A. Garlinksa  
Austen J. Gillman  
Emily Marie Gerard  
Samuel Patrick Gersteremeier  
Rahima Ghafoori  
Maxwell D. Giacomazzi  
Audrey Thea Gibson  
Benjamin A. Gillman  
Raelissa Michele Glennon  
Joshua A. Goland  
Nathanial Eduardo Gonzalez  
Siddhant Goyal  
Caroline K. Gosigian  
Morgan J. Grall  
Julia Grant  
Warren Griffiths  
Jackson Makanikee Grubbe  
Sarah P. Guinee  
William Chase Gunter  
Kara Sue Herdman  
Jordan Elizabeth Hahn  
Christopher C. Hamborsky  
Anna Elyse Hamel  
Boyd Imbler Rhys Hampton  
Kelan Hames  
Sarah Yoko Hanni  
Caroline Xavier Hardie  
Spencer P. Haydary  
Natalia Heguaburo  
Steven A. Higgins, Jr.  
Theodore James Hoffmann  
Dillon R. Holdsworth  
Ryan M. Hollands  
Chanel Jacqueline Holmes  
William J. Holt  
Jeffrey Robert Horn  
Virginia P. Johns  
Diana L. Kabbani  
Alexandra Kasper  
Jeremy T. Kass  
Neil Michael Kellhier  
Parker W. Kelly  
Paige M. Kennett  
Chad Francis Kenney, Jr.  
Laya Khalid  
Matthew D. Kim  
Emma A. King  
David H. Kinnard  
Geneva M. Koter  
Rebecca N. Krause  
Nishtha Manish Kulkarni

1 Distinguished Majors Program
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Wenqiang Chen
Dissertation: ViWatch: Harness Vibrations for Fine-Grained On-Body Interfaces with a Commodity IMU Sensor

Jianfeng Chi
Dissertation: Towards Understanding and Practices of Ethical Artificial Intelligence

Mengdi Huai
Dissertation: Fostering Trustworthiness in Machine Learning Algorithms

Lu Lin
Dissertation: Graph Structure as a Double-Edge Sword in Machine Learning

Shiang Liu
Dissertation: A Holistic System Support for Persistent Memory

Ashdeep Sekhon
Dissertation: Relational Structure Discovery for Deep Learning

Xiao Zhang
Dissertation: From Characterizing Intrinsic Robustness to Adversarially Robust Machine Learning

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Yongmin Back
Dissertation: Edge Computing on Sensors with In-Memory Computing Toward AIoT Devices

Dekang Chen
Dissertation: High-Performance Infrared Photodetectors Based on AlInAsSb Digital Alloy Materials System

Junhan Han
Dissertation: Towards Cost-Effective Thermal Management Method for Processing in 3D Memory

Jesse Stapleton Morgan
Dissertation: High-Speed Photodiodes for Applications in Photonic-Based Millimeter Wave Systems

Md Golam Rosul

Fengxun Yu
Dissertation: Development of Zero-Bias Waveguide Photodiodes and O-Band Waveguide Photodiodes on Silicon Using Micro-Transfer-Printing

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Pedro Aziz Dick
Dissertation: The Corrosion of Ni-Cr-Mo Alloys in Aprotic Organic Solvents

Duane Tungpalan Macatangay
Dissertation: Issues of Localized Corrosion in Additively Manufactured 316L Stainless Steel

Rebecca Skelton Marshall
Dissertation: The Essential Elements of a Model for Localized Corrosion Systems with Complex Geometries: From Prediction to Mitigation Strategies

Trevor Kealoha Shoemaker
Dissertation: Fatigue and Environmentally Assisted Cracking Behavior of Wrought and Additively Manufactured 17-4PH Stainless Steel

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Sonia Bai
Dissertation: Computational Models of Engagement in Digital Health Platforms

Robert Joseph Gutierrez
Dissertation: Leveraging Ubiquitous Sensing for Quantifying the Quality of Motion in Mobile Health

James Anthony Jablonski, Jr.
Dissertation: Expert Driven and Automated Time Series Data Augmentation with Physiological Applications

Erfan Pakdamanian
Dissertation: Predicting and Improving Takeover Performance by a Context-Aware Deep Learning Based Assistive System

Maria Phillips
Dissertation: Moving the Dialogue Forward: Virtual Student Conversational Agent Design in Low Data Environments

Minghui Sun
Dissertation: Towards a Comprehensive Model-Based Safety Assessment: A STPA-Informed Approach

Masters of Engineering

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
William Hart

Swaroopa Dola

Muhammad Samin Yasar

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Seyed Ahmad Mansouri

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
David LeRoy Buffalo
Dustin Hartwell Crayton
Henry William Dauphinne
Casey Anderson Hines
Andres Izquierdo

Master of Materials Science and Engineering
Emma Katherine Sullivan

Masters of Science

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Zhiqi Zhang

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Ruochen Dong
Logan Newell Grant

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Ruxuan Tang

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Yasunari Kato

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Catherine Clo Chu
Adrian Bassas Dalagan
Mohammed Ayman Abdellaker Shabana

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Ángel Francisco Vela de la Garza Eva

Bachelors of Science

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Ryan Biswas
Campbell Victoria Brothers
King Shing Chau
Luke Peter Giraudue
David Gray
Nicolas Meneses
Michael Jabin Rasmussen

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Jacob Samuel Adelsheimer

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Yu Pan
Dissertation: Efficient Swimming in Dense Schools: Effect of Formation and Synchronization on Hydrodynamic Interactions

Hosok Lee
Haoqian Li
Xiangfu Li
Yuchen Lin
Chenming Liu
Fan Liu
Xin Liu
Zetian Liu
Wanghao Long
Pravardhan Nagreddy
Akash Santosh Nair
Zoray Qureshi
Junhui Sun
FNU Suya
Shuhao Tian
Matthew John Walters
Siyou Wang
Tianhao Wu
Enxing Xiong
Ziao Yu
Ruman Zhou
Yatong Zhou
Alanna Marie Zoscak

Masters of Engineering

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Andrew Eli Hofpaugh
Aidan John Houser
Abigail Catherine McNulty
Andrew Eli Hoffpauir
Ashish Anil Gawali
Xinyue Fan
Jacob Stewart Morris
Abigail Catherine McNulty
Aidan John Houser
Andrew Eli Hoffpauir
Hongyu Xiang
Xiamei Zhang

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Dipesh Adhikari
Rani Sandumila Herath Herath
Mudiyanselage
Charles Leroux
Diagnostic Mobile Robot Planning

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Anubhav Acharya
Pat McKinney Baskin III
Angus Chang
Ramie George Katan
Tahsin Kazi

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
John Kelly
Victor Chu-Yu Shen

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Nasrat Alam
Nicholas James Cornell
Dissertation: Engineering Microporous Annealed Particle Scaffolds as a 3D Stem Cell Culture Platform Through the Presentation and Preservation of Native Bioactive Signaling Cues

El Draizen
Dissertation: Explainable Deep Generative Models, Ancestral Fragments, and Murky Regions of the Protein Structure Universe: Datasets, Models, and Analyses of Fold Space

Sarah Elizabeth Dyer
Dissertation: Skeletal Muscle Salvage and Repair Following Extremity Trauma

Blaise Nicholas Pfaff
Dissertation: Engineering Microporous Annealed Particle Scaffolds as a Chondrogenic NIChe for Microstructure-Based Articular Cartilage Repair

Jonathan Turner
Dissertation: Development and Application of Therapeutics for Repair of Polytraumatic Volumetric Muscle Loss Injuries

Zhixing Wang
Dissertation: Techniques and Applications in Rapid Spiral Magnetic Resonance Imaging

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Brooke Ashley Brown
Dissertation: Signaling Regulation of the Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition in the Hypoxic Pancreas Cancer Microenvironment

Chen Cai
Dissertation: Understanding and Modifying Transport Processes in Thick All Active Material (AAM) Lithium-Ion Battery Electrodes

Yu Ren Chen
Dissertation: Degradation Study of Ca-S52-13 Selective Catalytic Reduction Catalysts

Keka Mandal
Dissertation: Investigating the Stability and Modes of Deactivation of Metal-Exchanged Zeolites via Computational Modeling

Paul Joseph Myers
Dissertation: Integrated Mechanistic and Data-Driven Computational Modeling of Kinase-Regulated Cell Signaling

Jenna Lynn Sumey
Dissertation: Engineering Mechanically Dynamic Hyaluonic Acid Hydrogels to Investigate Stromal Cell Mechano-sensitivity
for Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Applications
Linsheng Zhang

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Utibe-Eno Charles-Granville
Dissertation: Assessment of Chromate Effects on the Galvanic-Coupling-Induced Localized Corrosion of AA7050-T7451

Du Cheng
Dissertation: First-Principles Investigation of Crystal Structures and Stabilities of Precipitates in GP Zones-Strengthened Mg Alloys

Angela Yu Gerard
Dissertation: Electrochemical Passivation of Ni-Fe-Cr-Mn-Co Multi-Principal Element Alloy: An Evaluation of the Fate of Alloying Elements During Aqueous Oxidation

Timothy Quinn Hartnett
Dissertation: Computational and Informatics Guided Design of Magnetic Materials

Wenhao Lin
Dissertation: Ultralow Modulus and High Strength Ti-25Nb (at%) Alloy

Peter Matthew Litwin
Dissertation: The Growth and Characterization of 2D Van Der Waals Crystals by Molecular Beam Epitaxy

Coleman Everett Toller
Dissertation: Exploring the Aqueous Dissolution-Precipitation Mechanism of Co-Si-Na-O Containing Reagents to Form Crystalline Calcium Silicate Hydrates in Carbonated Environments

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Madelyn Anne Kramer Eaton
Dissertation: Predicting Pulmonary Damage in Behind Armor Blunt Trauma

Lucy Elaine Fitzgerald
Dissertation: Toward Breath Sensors that are Self-Powered by Design

Nathaniel Gibbs
Dissertation: Computational Analysis of Circumferentially Grooved Seals Using Effective Film Thickness

Sayak Mukherjee
Dissertation: Development of Human Muscle Control Framework Based on Deep Reinforcement Learning

Spencer Stefan
Dissertation: Subsonic Icing Aerodynamics and Supersonic Ice Impact of a Hypersonic Forebody

Haozhe Zhang

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Logan David Clark
Dissertation: Reaching Kinematics in VR: Exploring the Influence of Movement Direction, Hand Domination, Hemisphere, and Arm Length

Debajoti Datta
Dissertation: Efficient Collection, Evaluation and Deployment of Large Scale Deep Learning Models in Low Resource Natural Language Processing Scenarios

Mojtahab Heidarysafa
Dissertation: Knowledge Discovery and Decision Support Systems Using Natural Language Processing in Applications for Societal Good

Bingxi Li
Dissertation: Tying Skin Deformation Patterns with Discriminability of Compliance to Design Soft Haptic Actuators

Davis Christopher Loose
Dissertation: Reinforcement Learning and Scenario-Based Order for Modeling Enterprise Resilience of Maritime Container Ports

Valerie J Michel
Dissertation: Stakeholder Assessment of Equity-Centered Coastal Adaptation: Insights from Norfolk, Virginia’s Climate Resilience Efforts

Moeen Mostafavi
Dissertation: Enhancing Emotion Understanding in Messaging Interactions

Neda Nazemi

Courtney Cecile Rogers
Dissertation: Expanding Human Factors/Ergonomics to Address Social Determinants of Health: A Patient Ergonomics Approach to Birth Justice

Runze Yan
Dissertation: A Computational Framework for Modeling Cyclic Human Behaviors from Multi-Modal Sensor Data

Luwei Zeng
Dissertation: Assessing Spatially and Temporally Heterogeneous Impacts and Equity Implications of Recurrent Flooding in the Transportation System: A Case Study of the Hampton Roads Region

Masters of Computer Science
Nima Alshar Shandi
Yuxuan Cao
Maximilian Laurence Dawkins
Emory Tedford Ducote
Justin Jinghan Guo
Noah J Holloway
Kazi Ashik Islam
Derek Edward Johnson
Vidhi Karkoria
Juliette Kate Laburthe
Wan Ying Li
Yun Li
Zakaria Mehrab
Mahesh T Menon
Nicholas Phair
Chloe Anne Smith
James Henry Staeben
Leigh Svea Striffler
Felipe Toleda
Ketian Tu
Bowen Wei
Zhiming Xu

Masters of Engineering
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Yong Kyu Choi
Gabriel Henderson Dickey

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Breton Ryan Artis
Alexander Rafael Bellido
John Wilson Camper
Brandon Edward Carter
Jessica Taylor Marquis
Drew Phillip Melusen
Mohammed Siddiq Mohammed
Joseph Neubauer
Robert Matthew Patrick
David Michael-Levi Robb
Steven David Russell
Grayson John Sallade
Rayshun Lamont Wheeler

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Feng Yi Chang
Sriram Raju Gandu
Shujie Gao
Changning Liu

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Zhenghong Chen
Katheryn Anne Flynn
Shan He
Steven Mercure Tate

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Kshatriy Bhatia
William Brody Hicks
Kalla Hope Smith

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Shahira Mustafa Ali
William Joseph Smith

Bachelors of Science
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Jamie Justice Angelotti
Hussain Asaad
Danielle Ashbahian
Joseph R. Beasley
James J Caputo III

Jad Ali Atweh
Andrew Michael Balmaceda
Michael David Bechara
Collyn Clark
Mohamad El Iskandarani
Nicholas John Gardella
Wenxuan Jiang
Beatrice Evelyn Li
Yuxuan Li
Kirsten Paige Logan
Sean Murphy
Spain Niemer
Malsha Pahlavikhah Varnosladerani
Emmit Patrick Rice
Mingyu Tang
Aslan Urushanov
Xiaodong Zheng

Masters of Science
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Afrida Raia
Andrea Saglio

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Etham Mitchell Gumabay
Spencer Thomas Keefer
Bora Lee
Ryan Philippe Lenfant
Christopher Theiss Morse
Joseph Santiago Spaeth

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Zhenhong Chen
Katheryn Anne Flynn
Shan He
Steven Mercure Tate

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Kshatriy Bhatia
William Brody Hicks
Kalla Hope Smith

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Shahira Mustafa Ali
William Joseph Smith

Bachelors of Science
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Jamie Justice Angelotti
Hussain Asaad
Danielle Ashbahian
Joseph R. Beasley
James J Caputo III

Jad Ali Atweh
Andrew Michael Balmaceda
Michael David Bechara
Collyn Clark
Mohamad El Iskandarani
Nicholas John Gardella
Wenxuan Jiang
Beatrice Evelyn Li
Yuxuan Li
Kirsten Paige Logan
Sean Murphy
Spain Niemer
Malsha Pahlavikhah Varnosladerani
Emmit Patrick Rice
Mingyu Tang
Aslan Urushanov
Xiaodong Zheng

Masters of Science
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Afrida Raia
Andrea Saglio

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Etham Mitchell Gumabay
Spencer Thomas Keefer
Bora Lee
Ryan Philippe Lenfant
Christopher Theiss Morse
Joseph Santiago Spaeth

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Zhenhong Chen
Katheryn Anne Flynn
Shan He
Steven Mercure Tate

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Kshatriy Bhatia
William Brody Hicks
Kalla Hope Smith

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Shahira Mustafa Ali
William Joseph Smith

Bachelors of Science
Distinguished Majors Program

Christina Damian George
Alec Dawson Figler
Anne Marie Felipe
Casey Loger Evans
Michael Anthony Epps, Jr
Rose Eluvathingal Muttikkal
Ailene Ching-Lee Edwards
Thomas Alexander Dugan
Felix Antonio Donis-Barrera
Emma Faith David Donatelli
Kate Elisabeth de Jong
Cat-Thy P Dang
Madeline Jean Corona
Elise Renee Stella Carey
Zoe Apisal
Marina Michel Awad
Na Hyun Bae
Haley Nicole Barefoot
Lena Arlene Berk
Matthew Thomas Beyer
Megan Marie Bower
Nina Mei Brooks
Georgia Bali Prahastuti Brasseau
Gina Nicole Brown
Alexandra Leigh Burns
Tyler Strong Burtner
Jasmine Nguyen Cao
Elise Renee Stella Carey
Tzu Ya Cheng
Lauren Elisabeth de Jong
Paul Deacon
Emma Faith David Donatelli
Felix Antonio Donis-Barrera
Thomas Alexander Dugan
Allie Ching-Lee Edwards
Rose Eluvathingal Munnikul
Michael Anthony Epps, Jr
Casey Logan Evans
Anne Marie Felipe
Alec Dawson Figler
Haley Virginia Frye
Christina Daman George
Joshua A Goedert

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Jenna Shamim Alam
Sabrina Florence Alessi
Akbar Ali
Austin Rivoire Amacher
Lara Brooke Ambrose
Caroline Victoria Anderson
Christian N Anton
Zoe Apisal
Marina Michel Awad
Na Hyun Bae
Haley Nicole Barefoot
Lena Arlene Berk
Matthew Thomas Beyer
Megan Marie Bower
Nina Mei Brooks
Georgia Bali Prahastuti Brasseau
Gina Nicole Brown
Alexandra Leigh Burns
Tyler Strong Burtner
Jasmine Nguyen Cao
Elise Renee Stella Carey
Tzu Ya Cheng
Lauren Elisabeth de Jong
Paul Deacon
Emma Faith David Donatelli
Felix Antonio Donis-Barrera
Thomas Alexander Dugan
Allie Ching-Lee Edwards
Rose Eluvathingal Munnikul
Michael Anthony Epps, Jr
Casey Logan Evans
Anne Marie Felipe
Alec Dawson Figler
Haley Virginia Frye
Christina Daman George
Joshua A Goedert

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Anna Marie Abernathy
Zachary Nathan Abruzzese
Abdullah Al Samaree
Genevieve Allen
Michael George Barbati
Kevin Barnes
Sarah Anna Beesey
Andrew Nels Bowman
Elizabeth Mary Breslin
Glenn Thomas Broderick
Jacqueline Anne Canning
Juan Sebastian Chavez
Alexandra Nicole Clements
David Evan Coppi
Eduardo Francesco Corro II
Justin Hammond Dibsie
Brant Tyler Flici
Chetan V Girish
Christopher Goble
John Charles Phillips
Eric John Powell
Iain Alexander Ramsey
Haotian Ren
Zachary Ryan Ross
Joseph Sam
Martin Lynn Simpkins, Jr
Margaret Kim-Linh Tran
Victor Qian Xia
Zachary Robert Yahn

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Kearan Alacha
Diana Aleksiya
Bryam Luidovico Ayvar Soriano
Bruce Bui
Hudson Patrick Burke
Samur Chadha
Jack Thomas Chandler
Srikar Shrikumar Chittari
Nicholas Patrick Cooney
Isaac Reid Duke
Quinn Allistar Ferguson
Joshua S Garrison
Cooper Francis Grace
Deianira M Griffith
Tianyue Guo
Matthew Scott Hankins
Luca Grace Hoerr
Patrick John Hourican
Ahmed Haeez Hussain
Matthew Ryan Ippolito
Eli Benjamin Bradburn Jelesko
Coleman Thomas Jenkins
Andrew Joseph Kemp
Davis Warriner Lydon
William Jackson McCollough
Max David Brian McCullough
Thu H. Nguyen
Edward Richard Oline
Nicholas Palmer
Emily Ann Parnell
Madsen Britney Patrick
Nhu Thu Tuyet Pham
John Charles Phillips
Eric John Powell
Iain Alexander Ramsey
Haotian Ren
Zachary Ryan Ross
Joseph Sam
Martin Lynn Simpkins, Jr
Margaret Kim-Linh Tran
Victor Qian Xia
Zachary Robert Yahn

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Ahmed A Ahaza
Justin Acoron
Michael Sung-Dae Acolatse
Benjamin Steven Ainsley
Sophia Natalia Alvarez
Luke Tyler Anglin

School of Engineering & Applied Science
Distinguished Majors Program

Michael Sarfo Asare
Emil Elijah Bagge
Joseph Bannon
Michael J Bartolotto
Tyler Samuel Belfield
Luke Neil Benham
William Madhavan Bigger
Medha Saraswat Boddhu
Zachary William Boner
Declan Robert Brady
Liam Francis Brennan
William Joseph Brinkley
Kailyn Mackenzie Bruns
Kevin A Bruzon Gonzalez
Emily Grace Bueck
Jeffrey Bukont
Samuel Marlin Buxbaum
Tahir Yusuul Calcuttawala
Jaden Joseph Carroll
Nicole Iris Casco
Alexandra E Catacora Lopez
Alex Chan
Siddharth S Chauhan
Khushi Chawla
Justin Yeutyng Chen
Kevin Teuyter Chen
Sky Chen
Wen Tao Chen
Preethi K Chidambaram
Cobrina May Chiu
Yong Jun Cho
Anusha Choudhary
William Grant
William Edwar
William Sundström
Nicholas Chase Bunnell Miller
Joshua Carlton Tapp
Richard William Taylor
Maclay Joseph Teeffy
McKayla L Thomas
Henry Thomas Todd
David Quoc Tran
James H Tsai
Nakresha Tiernpong
Iskander R Umarkhodjaev
Paul Joseph Vann
Cynthia Sun Wang
Letao Wang
Richard Xiao Wang
Matthew Whelan
Alexander David White
Kiana Tracy Wilkins
Nathan Allen Williams
Anna Margaret Williamson
Izzudeen Ibrahim Yahia
Shuo Yan
Johnny Yang
Jason Inchul Yu
Kiyan Karwan Zewer
Connie Zhang
Daniel Zhao
Alan Zheng

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Leonardo Anselmo
Kai Danus Barzdzukas
Byland Cole Buck
Yusuf CETIN
David Yu-hao Chen
Eric Spencer Choi
Oran Arthur Chirnney
Jacob Lee Coughlin
Neil Henry Dolan
Emmanuel Osagie Erhabor
Uriel Gomez Ibarra
Kyle John Kuennien
Joseph Hyung-gon Lee
John Lilly
James Arthur Long
Marshall S McLlary
Gabriela Eunice Portillo
Lillian Price
Frederick Thomas Scotti
William John Sivolella
Jacob Ryan Taylor
James Weeden

ENGINEERING SCIENCE

Tristan Parker Arendt
Carole Gabrielle Miller
Christine Kimberly Schultz
Nicholas Ruiyuan Wu

MATERIALS SCIENCE

And ENGINEERING

Lauren Nicole Askew
Matthew Steven Barbieri
Spencer Edward Blankenship
Trevor James Eggleston
John Daniel Emery
Benjamin Prescott Kuster
Victor Ismael Villanueva

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Joseph Ciaik Abbe
George Rowan Ardura

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Education and Human Development

Kristen Babel
Elleanna Xinyi Bailey
Mollie Theresa Bauer
Joshua Merritt Belisle
Bjorn Stefan Bergloff
Dani Bilali
Trenton Reid Bilyeu
Brandon Barrington Bonner
Alexa Claire Borden
Cameron Cole Chartrand
Alvaro Cristano
Christopher Colin Davis
Madison Renee DePierro
Daniel Lloyd Disano
Patrick Edward Dunnington
Patrick Joseph Evans
Tristan Khyler Gross
Derek Joseph Habron
David Chen Hatter
Matthew Frank Hutchison
Nicholas Alan Johnson
Sean Jones
Keyrin Jung
Matthew Jin Young Kim
Abigail W Kong
Pallavi Shashank Kulikarni
Nicholas Scott Langer
William Andrew LaRow
Chris Thien Le
Jeyi Lee
Joseph Lee
Mnnaa Alexander Lorenzo
Brett William Mihovetz
Samuel John Montane
Anthony Moore
Dylan Michael Moore
Mateo James Nguyen
Samantha Renee Nicholson
Sunvika Mital Nyhus
James Bradley Pace
Alexander G Parson
Jacobo Pastor Trujillo
Priti Umeshkumar Patel
Timothy Ryan Peoples
Owen Thomas Pettio
Nico Pietko
Alexander Pomerencik
Matthew Alejandro Quiaram
Brian Andrew Richard
William Ernest Robic
Braden Luke Seale
Taha Iqbal Shamsie
Samuel Malone Sheppard
Nicholas August Sofinski
Peter James Stauffer
Nicholas Charles Yantiss

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Haley Ann Austin
Jackson Thomas Baitinger
Mason Nguyen Bram
Anna Maria Bustamante
Casey Jamilett Calixto
Abigail Brianna Santos Castro
Sean Yan Conway
Timothy Daniel Costello
Joshua Isaac Dornfield
Ekaterina Forkin
Abigail Roslyn Freed
Alyssa Kohler Freedman
Ethan Alexander Gerlach
Eliza Anne Goggin
Thomas Gwilliam
Imani Kioko Hankinson
Sophia Louise Howle
Livia Corlett Hughes
Cutter McCord Huston
Connor Scott Hyldahl
Mohammed Abid Jahir Hussain
Aditi Jain
Olivia Maria Kaczmarsky
Saffiata Kamara
Salem T Keleta
Courtney Shae Kennedy
Nicolas Khatar
Alexandra Leigh Latus
Joseph Frank LaRuffa
Shirley Leshem
Everett Asher Llewellyn
Brendan Michael Lynch
Arnold Mai
Lily Helen Malinowski
Joseph Anthony Mastrullo
Allison Nicole Miller
Thomas Christos Mousburg
Sarah Elizabeth Murphy
Erin Cherie Myers
Samuel Alfred Nayhouse
Mackenzie Khuc Nguyen
Eric Kaveh Nour
Harshal Bajju Patel
Carter Alexander Paulen
Ronica Kumud Peralia
Aditya Radhakrishnan Pillai
Ashwarya D Pore
Reese Lauren Quillian
Pullkit Rampa
Hayden C Rathil
McBrinde Kaurds Rawson
Alexander Thomas Repak
Emily T Riggelman
Ashley Ann Russooyer
Tanushri Roy
Prachi Sadekar
Maggie Salonomskey
Julia Rose Sharff
Cecilia McPhillips Smith
Lillesh Lai Snavely
Matthew John Swierczewski
Ethan William Thurmond
Mia Elizabeth Varghese
Angela Wan
Tyoon Galloway Wittmann
Sophia Katja Zac
Lucas Theodore Zak
Elynore Margaret Zarzyski
Devon Michael Zavacky

School of Education and Human Development

Conferred August 12, 2022

Doctors of Philosophy
Maria Accavitti
Dissertation: Exploring Issues of Race and Equity in Early Education: A Closer Look at Teacher Perceptions and Child Exclusionary Discipline Experiences

Julia Augenstern
Dissertation: Cognitive, Affective, and Regulatory Skill Contributions to Social Problem Solving: Developmental Relations Across Elementary School

Lydia Anne Beahm
Dissertation: Improving Student Outcomes by Bridging the Research-to-Practice Gap in Behavior and Classroom Management Practices

Bianka Maria Charity-Parker
Dissertation: Pathways from Parenting to Natural Mentoring Among Black Adolescents: A Mixed Methods Inquiry

Meghan Elizabeth Clifford
Dissertation: An Examination of Multifaceted Predictors and Mechanisms of Risk Associated with Adolescent Aggression

Brittany Zellers Crowley
Dissertation: Statewide Assessment of Sexual Harassment in Virginia High Schools: Prevalence and Impact on Student Well-Being

Deiny Mayaris Cubides Mateus
Dissertation: Exploring the Role of Maternal Cognitions, Parenting Practices and Neighborhood Opportunities in Preschoolers’ Development

Elana Jablon

Melissa Lucas
Dissertation: The Role of Teachers’ Perceptions of the Educational Environment on Latinx and Multilingual Children’s Development

Shorona Erica Matthews
Dissertation: Parent-Child Shared Book Reading: Children’s Learning of Natural Selection from a Digital Book

Anne Marguerite McAlister
Dissertation: Exploring Role Identity and Resistance as a Complex System Amongst Doctoral and Undergraduate STEM Students

Daniel Moraguez

Doctor of Education
Jorge Grajales Diaz
Dissertation: Adapting Success: Development of a Sustainable Short-Term Study Abroad Program Design for Community College

Education Specialists
Erin Elizabeth Carson
Christina Erland
Julie Kostzrewa
Kerry L. Richardson

Masters of Education
Heather Nicole Anderson
Sarah L Anfinson
Mariela Yamileth Arboleda
Gabriella Danielle Bambino
Ryan Bartruff
Katlin Baumgartner
Angela M Benson
Jeanne Kathryn Bliss
Emily Alice Brockwell
Elliot Joshua Brown
Tayler Nicole Bruce
E Lin Elizabeth Campbell
Jennifer Sirois Campbell
Ridgely Carrer
Sara Dyane Check
Jaime Lynn Cokeley
Hilary Shaye Coleman
Ragan Alexandra Collins
Kelly Ann Condo
Joseph Crittenden
Stephanie M Cross
Abigail Elaine de Krafft
Camille Elizabeth Deal
Christine Rose DiModica
Violet Nerissa Duncan-Hill
Trang Duong
Wendy Erin Dyal
Mataea Danielle Edwards
Joydean Maurer Elliott
Steffen Alexander Erickson
Elizabeth Korsnick Farmer
Jamie Irene Fialek
Tierra Fils
Peter Findler
Rachael Marie Flaherty
Victoria Chien-Yi Fong
Angela Denise Foster
Emaleigh Love Franzak
Katherine Adams Freshwater
Brittany Goode

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Education and Human Development

Conferred December 16, 2022

Masters of Teaching
Christopher Hryd
Michael Cole Mulligan

Bachelors of Science in Education
Tsz Ching Megan Lee

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Catherine Sullivan Cooney
Alyssa Lydia Marchesano

Conferred May 21, 2023

Doctor of Philosophy
Andrew David Frankel
Dissertation: Amado Tibetan Supplemental Education: The Struggle For and Over Educational Value

Anna Moriah Myers
Dissertation: Detect and Correct: Teaching Graduate Student Teachers to Identify Oral Reading Errors and Implement Corrective Feedback Using Content Acquisition Podcasts

Doctor of Education
Carly Nicholson Dirghangi
Dissertation: You Listened to What We Were Saying: A Study of Students’ Experiences with an Inclusive Inquiry Project

Leslie Lynn Kapuchuck

Katherine James McLemore

Education Specialists
Flavia Lopes
Abigail Weber
Shelby Margaret Wright

Masters of Education
Susan Bernice Albaugh
Ye Dam Lee Alicea
Katrina Lynette Almond
Zeporah Askia
Donald James Avondolo
Emily Grace Aylor
Andrew Patrick Willoughby Ballard
Leigh Fitzhugh Battenstein
Jacob Robert Bennett
Nicole Haythe Blankenship
Emma Dougherty Boel
Janey Shane Bradford
Darrius Dequan Bratton
Samanta Leigh Barrels
Shawnell Carmichael
Taylor Jean Clark
Alison Michele Colenda
Jennifer Culbrett
Emma-Elise Carmen Cunningham
Anne Manning de Dios
Marshall Beale Deane
Ryan Daly DeBlon
Meghan Dillon
Laura Eaton
Megan Marie Eberhardt
David Randolph Ezzell
Derek James Felton
Rylee Anne Fennell
Carrie Lee Finnegan
Gert Martine Freeman
Rachel Gibson
Samantha Brauna Girmon
Graecen Marie Griffith
Callie Hammond
Brandi K Heraty
Latresha Herring
Caroline Grace Hudson
Kayla Jackson
Rene M Joe
Anthony Johnson, Jr
Erin Grace Penley Johnson
Karla E Kaplan Montante
Emma Nicole Keeton
Sara Grace Kimball
Haralambos Dimitrios Kiziroglou
Andrew Fero Lusher
Mornima Malik
Emily Mazzola
Tori Taylor McMillan
Ashley Taylor Melnychak
Jessica Ann Miller
Teri Minami
Joleen Elaine Neighbours
Natalie Park
Kathleen R Philpott Costa
Shaneta Virginia Pretlow
Brianna Qurantia
Dheepthi Ravikumar
Monica Evadney Reid-Merced
Nora Rose
Dawn Michelle Rountree
Rachael Elizabeth Rudis
Kim Ryan
Grace Santos
Isabel Lee Scholz
Jeffery James Seneca, Jr
Stacey Shoelick
Tanya Susan Smith
Morgan Linn Stone
Jena Rose Sturm
Victoria Gabrielle Suri
Cassandra Elaine Surles
Ashley Vaughn Taylor
Alexandra Spaulding Thomas
Anna Kristyl Tice
Kelley Tobler
Kit Ezra Tracy
Jasmine Cheng-jin Tsai
Grace Turner
Anya Turovskiy
Cassidy Morgan Vaughan

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Education and Human Development

Catherine Donahue
Dissertation: Characterizing Sleep-Related Changes and Their Effect on Recovery Following Concussion in Collegiate Athletes

Jacob Ross Elmore
Dissertation: Community-Engaged Teacher Preparation: Understanding Impact on Practice

Jesse Irvan Fleming
Dissertation: School and Class-Wide Approaches to Supporting Students with Disabilities in the Context of Openness and Transparency

Lindsay Marie Griendling
Dissertation: Leveraging Student and Family Voices to Operationalize Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy

Austin Chanceler Hogwood
Dissertation: The Effects of Inorganic Nitrate on Exercise Performance and Vascular Health in Females

Hunter Holt
Dissertation: Runaway Growth: A History of Development, Schools, and Wealth in Williamson County, Tennessee

Mary Margaret Hughes
Dissertation: Culturally Integrative Academic Instruction for Students Who Take Alternate Assessments: A Sequential Explanatory Mixed Methods Study

Alexis Monique Johnson
Dissertation: It Was a Time When Real Change Was Envisioned as Possible: Black Students and the San Francisco Bay Area Black Education Movement, 1961-1969

Amy Elizabeth Laboe
Dissertation: Re-Inventing Identity in the Borderlands: From American DREAMers to Returnee English Teachers in Mexico

Kristan McCullum
Dissertation: Blues Hollers: A Pedagogy of Space and the Scale of Black Freedom in Kentucky Appalachia

Helen Haerin Min
Dissertation: Philosophy of the Whole Person Teacher: Investigating Experiences of Adversity and Trauma Among Teachers and Students

Joaquin Ortiz de Zevallos
Dissertation: The Effect of Inorganic Nitrate on Exercise Capacity and Metabolism in Health and Disease

Theresa Anne Plister
Dissertation: Youth Transformation: Exploring the Power of Social Emotional Learning for Equity

David Rogneby Mish, Savendra
Dissertation: Teacher-Student Relationships Across Cultures: Teachers’ Perceptions of Formation, Purpose, and COVID-Induced Change

Stephanie L. Stephens
Dissertation: Neuromuscular Mechanisms and Clinical Utility of Blood Flow Restriction Therapy

Eli J Talbert
Dissertation: Quasi-Experimental Evaluations with Mult-Item Outcomes: Potential Problems and Solutions

Doctors of Education

Sally Kline Armentrout
Dissertation: Constructing Access to Highly-Selective Business-Related College Student Organizations

Travis Dustin Boyd
Dissertation: General Education Curricula in the Research University: A Case Study Examination of Employability as a Formational Influence

Tyler James Grams
Dissertation: Student Athlete Identity Development and the Role of Coaches

Gabrielle Ann Geddis Griffin
Dissertation: Investigating Under-Graduates’ Deployment of Strategies Related to Self-Testing, Testing, and Anxiety in Two Online Accounting Courses

Nancy Carla Griffith-Cochran

Erik John Healey
Dissertation: Exploring Novice Assistant Principal Instructional Leadership: Building Instructional Leadership Capacity Through Socialization Resources

Julia Christine Lapan
Dissertation: CS in the College of Arts and Crafts: How Discourses of Gender and Prestige Shape Career Goals for Women in Computing

Katherine Leigh
Dissertation: Discussing Difficult History in Elementary Schools: Preserving Teacher Preparation

Jennifer Wolfe Lempp
Dissertation: The Principal’s Role in Ensuring the Professional Development of Teachers

Andrew Barrow Malone
Dissertation: The Struggle is Real: Examining Math Educators’ Sense-Making of Productive Struggle

Kenneth Evan Mandel
Dissertation: Exploring How Co-Teacher Collaboration is Associated with Classroom Fit

Jackson Q Matteo
Dissertation: The Division-I Redshirt-Freshman Year: Benefits and Pitfalls for Black Football Players

Robert James Powers
Dissertation: Using Educational Curriculum Materials and Practice-Based Professional Development for Teacher Uptake of Historical Inquiry in Elementary Classrooms

Jenny A Provo Quarles
Dissertation: Qualitative Study of Online Graduate Student and Faculty Advising Experiences

David-Aaron Roth
Dissertation: In Bold Pursuit of Leadership: Conceptualizing Socially Responsible Student Leadership Development in Higher Education Practices

Amy Sherman
Dissertation: Secondary Content Teachers’ Implementation of Professional Learning About Quality Interactions for English Learners

Kate J Waddell
Dissertation: An Examination of Elementary Teachers’ Mathematical Quality of Instruction and Use of Instructional Materials

Kimberly Sue Wilkins
Dissertation: Using the Lens of Innovation to Explore Challenges and Opportunities for Integrating Computer Science in the K-8 Curriculum at a Teacher Preparation Program

Education Specialist

Laura Andrea Casdorph
María Culmone Durso
Kristina Denise Fulton
Craig Krueger
Akhila Shalise Mackertis
Courtney Kiara Moore
Diana Lynn Rea
Stephanie Marie Sonnenberg
Robert Andrew Zwick

Jordna Adams
Oneil Alexander Aguilar Mencho
Paul Alere
Nabeel Abid Alam
Veronica Albeck
Virginia Jane Allen
Kynah Elaine Alndell
Yara Ghalib Khalil Ebrahim
Almoayed
Rohann Dominic Asfaw
Brittany Newton Ashby

Madeline Dawn Atkins
Zayn Aytes
Jaylon Baker
Michael Richard Battista
Mark Edward Bland
Jacob Gerald Blumenthal
Steven Bockover
Cali Bones
Kimberly Boswick-Spencer
Catherine Grace Brackett
David Carter Brown
Kameron Jamison Butler
Virginia Gibson Butler
Francisco Caffaro
Jennifer Maureen Canisick
Maria Elizabeth Anne Cantner
Ryle Kristine Carlson
Brooke Goodspeed Carneal
James William Caron
Victoria Centineo
Jaeyong Cho
Joseph Michael Ciliberti, Jr.
James Reid Clark
Avery Simone Collier
Sydney Rose Collins
Jeffrey Kenneth Conner
Ellen Fulco Cosier
Thomas Vincent Courtney
Alexandria Fallon Coyle
Katelyn Elizabeth Cronin
Alexander Christian Cruz
Ethan David Dabbs
McKenna Dale
Paige Pichell Davey
Colin Davis
Jonathan A Davis
Mayleigh Marie Davis
Jeson Chu De Guzman
Liam Charles Deegan
Delaney April Desman
Jordan Chi Ann DiGennaro
Elena Dorothea Dimitri
Ken Renay Dudley
Lee Pendleton Dudley III
Janeé’ LeAnn Dunigan
Jordan Elizabeth Eagle
Gabrielle Elizabeth Easton
Brian Patrick Edgington
Kimberly Eggi
Brittany Ed Neal Elwell
Melinda Jssel Carmen Espinoza
Sviatlana Anatolyevna Esterbrook
Amy Jo Feldman
Stacy P Fake
Shante Fisher
Hunter Leslie Flora
Charles Swanson Frederick-Rose
Siqi Gao
Carmen Sue Garcia
Ashley Marie Glasgow
Rachel Erin Greif
Hans Grohs
Caroline Harris Haake
Chloe Zane Hackler
Samuel McReson Hale
Bailey Elizabeth Hanson
Parita Harissaz
Michael William Harmon

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Education and Human Development

Sarah Katherine Payne
Giang Le Hang Phan
Aloise Devereaux Phelps
Catherine Elizabet Piersa
Zoe Camille Polite
Erin Eileen Quinty
Anne Preston Raine
Abigail Raines
Emily Elizabeth Reineck
Victoria LeeAnn Reinhardt
Darlene Elizabeth Reyes
Yuzeli Montserrat Ros
Matthew Grant Robinson
Hannah Elizabeth Rogers
Hannah Marie Rollins
Liza Ellen Rowe
Chelsea Ann Rubin
Jennifer Ruth
Julia Shubina Sabin
Lara Saleh
Skyler Beth Sasson
Christina Lee Saunders
Gilline Santos Schaefer Friedman
Brenna Rickelle Schauer
Patricia Dianne Scheld
Melissa Anne Schloorman
Madeline Grace Scozzie
Kristen Jihee Shin
Josie A Shimuway
Hannah Rose Silverman
Jacquelyn Beckley Smith
Bridge Sowa
Ellen Merriweather Spaulding
Benjamin Luke Stephenson
Alix Louise Still
Somer Nicole Stone
Rebecca Storace
Matthew Jacob Street
Margeret Sassar Sumner
Elizabeth Melvor Thompson
Sweatman
Erin Taffe
Tara Marie Thompson
Casey Torrence
Chael Nicole Turner
Keziah Vandalov
Pooja Vittal
Tanara Loraine Monzon Wagner
Madeline Walsh
Shihan Wang
Yufu Wang
Jasmine Ward
Daren Waters
Georgia Watts
Brian George Weisbrod
Justin Westbrook
Katherine Anne Whalen
Daniel Kevin Whalen-Valeriano
Laura Ann Wilcox
Isaiah Willis
Michelle Woraie Wiredu
Erica Blostone Wood
Donnell Wright
Elizabeth Anne Wyer
Zhihu Xu
Veselia Emari Von
Joshua Thomas Young
Feng Zha
Yi Zhang
Scott Raymond Ziegler
Liam Matthew Zolper

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Masters of Science

Annamarie Grace Anderson
Nicholas Bandak Diebold
Tyr Leina’ala Drouillard
Noah S Jones
Arthur Harrison McGrady
Anna Camille Michaud
Sara Hunter Mutzbahag
Seung Yeop Na
Rachel Elizabeth Ohmann
Ashley Brooke Roberts
Kember Elana Ross Seals
Nora John Swisher

Masters of Teaching

Taqwa Samir Abi-Issa
Ashley R Adams
Eugerna Aare
William Tyler Baird
Tessa Barry
Lacey Noelle Bassler
Carrie Beale
Ashley Elaina Brown
Lindsey Jo Brown
Joyce Zhuo Zhou Browne
Stephanie Lynn Caldwell
Kathleen Patricia Cannell
Carla Castegnaro
Hannah Ekaterina Ciacus
Zachary Cole
Maria Trinidad Coopman
Peter West Flowers Coulson
Kayla Marie Coverston
Cabell Saunders Dowsell
Lisa Marie Dryden
Jane Elizabeth Duncan
Ashley Erin Egerton
Jennifer Carmen Espinoza
Mary Catherine Fleming
Clara Katherine Giorgis
Molly Anne Graham
Benjamin Daniel Grimmelbein
David Allen Groff
Anna Materi Huffman
Elise Wilcox Iddings
Claire Ha Min Jeong
Abigail Grace Johnson
Kanaga Lydia Justusmohan
Ryan Chandler Kingrea
Emily Raffaela Kingsley
Sebastien John Stolzfs Le Goff
Kateylynn Dahmni Lee
Abigail Lynn LeGare
William Robertson Lynch
Emma Charlotte Masserman
Elizabeth Quinn Maxwell
Hannah Katherine McHale
Reid Christopher McLean
Emma Jane McMichael
Maria Meara
Caroline Marie Merrick
Jessica Ann Miller
Mary Louise Marshall Miller
Joanne Min
Emma Leah Montgomery
Courtney Christine Morse
Sean Edward Moss
Victoria Ann O’Neill
Rita Paolino

Bachelors of Science in Education

Emilee Shaye Adami
Lucas Kin Addis
Maxime Irmlhid Ebot
Aympe-Mody
Alex Nathan Babasny
Hunter Elor Band
Madison Michele Banks
Caroline Rosnow Beaulieu
Victoria Behar Gaudenzi
Kaylin Christine Belcher
Olivia Rowe Bell
Marielle Shuard Benatkeia
Samimah Celeste Boero
Renée Eileen Boersma
Riley Olivia Bowling
Evan Matthew Bray
Gabrielle Marie Brinkmann
Marin Helene Bronaug
Kyla Simone Brooks
Sara Louise Burtnor
Madeline Anne Butkovich
Lexie-Anne Margarette Cantrell
Alison Williams Carbaugh
Chayce Knoxble Chalmers
Allison Nicole Chin
Chase Coleman
Abigail Grace Cornwell
Farise Kinard Cravens
Nigail Devonta Davis
Edson Chu De Guzman, Jr
Shannon Anne Deaver
Cassandra Campbell Deering
Emma Marie DeMartino
Justin Matthew Diehl
Rebecca Anne Diggs
Grace Rayburn Driver
Gina Arritt Elkin
Morgan Elizabeth Epperson
Jane Quinnan Feeney
Orelsa Vitalina Fuentes-Aguilar
Jayden Gardner
Benjamin Marshall Gaynes
Annaliese Marie Georgi

37
Jacob Gerald Blumenthal
Sarah Morris Boschung
Bar Tauf Botzer
Benjamin Ashford Bovard
Matthew Lovell Boyd
Elizabeth Ann Cezar Boyle
Matthew McPeak Brandon
James Tyler Braun
Samuel Hunter Brennan
Tyress Eavon Brown
Katherine DeWolfe Brown
Sophie Grace Brown
Sukari Ayanna Brown
Tyler James Brown
Elizabeth Anne Brunette
Alexandra Kemp Brylawski
Sarah Robinson Burnett
Mary Katherine Hamilton Burns
Ryan J Burns
Anastasia Cabolova
Stephanie A Calderon Zuniga
Ayelen Luciana Calderon
Craig Campbell
William James Campbell
Melissa Hickey Canaan
Peter James Canonic
Ann Chavent Carella
Aaron Michael Carlson
Ryan Nathanael Carlson
Christopher McClelland Carmichael
John Augustus Sankaran Carpenter
Evan Cass
Annabel Cate
Manuel Francisco Chambergero
Zavala
Arjun Rajagopal Chavern
Joseph Michael Caliberti, Jr.
Joseph Ignatius Clark
Skyler Dana Clark-Hame
Catherine Bridget Cleary
Wade Frost Clement
Emily Ann Corelli
Varsha Datta
Michael Ryan DeLong
Brooke Kinsey DeMaio
Jonathan Edward Dengan
Tejo Tarun Devireddi
Edel Enrique Diaz Franco
Ana Carmen Diaz-Hernandez
Michael Wade Dole
Thomas K Dolce
Frank Anthony Donato
Bobbi Jo Doorenbos
Gabriel Antonio Dos Reis
Ethan Robert Dow
Christophe Thomas Drapanas
Catherine Adams Dry
Jennifer Stephen D'Souza
Malcolm Owen Dunlop
Samuel Achilles Dwyer
Selom Komla Dzamefe
Robert Paul Edwards
Amy Delavan Egeli
Sean Patrick Eichenberger
Jacob Alyn Eichengreen
Grace Ann Elliott
John Peter Elsea
John Lars Blackstone Ely
Michael Dynock Emery
Stefano Campbell Erb
Steven Edward Ericson
LaShondra Jones Ervin
Carlos Alberto Escobar Saenz
Bianca Eleisse Salvador Eyaes
Ahmed Rashid Farah
Nicholas Farmer
Dele Desmond Fashola
Garrett Michael Favier
Alexander John Federinoka
Daniela Maria Fernandez Estrada
Bertrand Sebastian Tanjiang Ferrer
Pablo Alfredo Fletia Balburada
John David Forbes
Cannon Everett Fortner
Scott Raymond Frank
Qiang Fu
William Thomas Fubini
Tannay Gadre
Claire Anderson Galpern
Lillian Garner Ganske
Issaas D Gonza
Manu-Sankara B. Gargeya
Allison Taylor Garrett
Pablo Gatica Petroiwitsch
James Barker Gerson
Brandon O'Neill Gilbert
Kevin Lamoson Gilsquite
Sean Timothy Godfrey
Maciej Godlewski
Austin David Goldfine
Alyssa Joy Gonzalez
Rajeev Gopi Kesavan
Emily Anne Greene
Matthew Scott Gray
Emily Anne Greene
Jaime Alejandro Grego
Steven James Grischaw
Jefferson S. Griscavge
Emily Anne Grudzowich
Aniruddh Gupta
Apoory Gupta
Nitin Sajan Guha
Steve Hahn
Bhakti Halder
Stephen Eoson Ham, Jr.
Daniel John Hanson
Cakesha M. Hardin
Asa Harrington
Emily Rose Hatton
Thomas Joseph Haverty
Claudia Coker Heath
Evan Patrick Heldman
Jake Walter Heller
Morgan Lynn Herman
Debra Herndon
Theodore Julian Hess, Jr.
Alexander Hong
Brian James Horne
Morah Quan Horner
Elizabeth Land Horton
Adam Horvath
Kameron Horvath
Robert Paul Houghton
Stephanie Q Howard
Whitney G Hunter
Megan Elizabeth Huntsinger
Rachel Marie Hurst
Peter Roberts Huyett
Cathy Huyhn
Julia Hyland
Andres Ernesto Ibarburetna Buendia
Ghislane Aounaljouj Idirissi
Allison Leigh Ingram
Sara Marman Iqbal
Sebastien Izurita
Amy Marie Jackson
Samuel Barrett Jackson
Robert Jaime Garza
Ashish Jain
Nikhil Ashok Jain
Srinivas Jain
Marta Mavakhia
Minkungyung
Xinyi Jiang
Euyuning Jing
Caroline Lee Johnsen
Michael James Johns-Hemnessy
Emily Kahn
Nirali Kansara
Schuyler Anderson Karr
Tanveer Imtiaz Kathawalla
Evans Alexander Keller
Averypaels Bates Kelley
Tyler Kelley
Sean Erick Kelly
Matthew Michael Kempth
Chad Francis Kenney, Jr.
Catherine Edmonds Kenney
Erika Claire Keouh
Andrea Shemel Key
Sehar Khan
Alexander Codina King
Lucile Holswade King
Mark John Kington, Jr.
Catherine Kirchner
Tatiana Kosheleva
Brian Edgar Krentz
Praveen Kumar Krishnamurthy
Nina Kryza
Minnie Lahoti
Allison Desborough Landis
Justin Langley
Megan Grace Lawrence
Jamieos Alexander Ledoux
Jaeroan Lee
Jamahng Curtis Lee
Lois Lee
Maryvedee Lee
Rnryli Lee
Lacie Lening
Bradley Rollin Levergood
Keith Wayne Lewis, Jr.
Wei Li
Xiaoyu Li
Yujian Liu
Zijian Liu
Jacob London
Jessica Galehouse Lukens
Daniela Macander
Jarred M Mack
Megan Marie MacKinnon
Kourtney O'Keefe Maher
Steven Lucas Makkar
Louise Helene Malowski
Anmol Malhotra
Hannah Solof Malowitz
Jose Manuel Manzano Palacios
George-Oceanian Marcu
Charlotte Irene Margel
Christopher William Markley
Boban Markovic
Andres Mauricio Martinez Jimenez
Nicholas Fowkes Martone
Manish Mashti
Raghav Mathur
Mary Whitaker Mayrath
Christopher Vincent McAtulife
Linda Nicole McPheers-Lopez
Logan Kendall McDevitt
Pierce Hubert McDowell IV
Wallace Earl Miller II
Matthew Wright Milliron
Sydney Mims
Shriya Misra
George Hunter Mitchell
Nora Doo Mani
Angel Emmanuel Monrroy
Manuela Monsalve
Amanda Michelle Montenegro
Daniel Morales Martinez
Courtney Anne Morgan
Lorenzo Mosig Arenal
Mateo Munarriz
Jacqueline Marie Murray
Rilei Suya Naulaf
Hoai Phuong Nguyen
Zahir Niazee
Patrick B Nilsen
Tohanna I Nnebe-Agumadu
Brudgel Nolan
Ja'Brile Cortez Norcott
Corinne Nicole Nordt
Paulina Nunez Gomez
Peter O. Nwaocha
John Francisco O'Boyle
Padraig Rice O'Briain
Kevin O'Brien
Yetunde Ibadunni Winnie
Ogunwumi
Matthew Michael O'Meara
Alexis Maria Orr
Connor John Orth
Elizabeth Paige Owen
Darrell Ivan Pacheco
Emilie Padgett
Anne Caperton Page
Devon Frank Page
Hayden Lawrence Palm

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Shao-Yu Chen
Jessica Sophia Huang
Mijeon Jung
Sean Hutchinson Kois
Anran Li
Christopher George Porter
Erica Chava Schapiro-Sakashita
Amy Schulz
Madeline Mae Smith
Phoebe Evelyn Tamminen
Theodore Siegmund Teichman
Nita Wareechatchai
Liyin Zhang
Yi Zhu

Masters of Urban and Environmental Planning
Christopher Dean Barber
Meredith Anne Beavers
Connor William Burke
Kendall Van Carter
Ashley Chubb
Jennah Coltrain
Sophia Stanley Delzell
Logan Adams Endle
Nancy Francesca Marie Etro
Jedediah Eldredge Grant
Erim Siobhan Herock
Clifton Jenkins
Emelia Grace Lehmann
Gabrielle Coffman Linder
Nicholas Charles Meurer
Rachael Kathryn Miller
Tyler Michael Pearre
Sarah Elizabeth Rizk
Tyler Michael Pearre
Ashley Yeheun Kim
Kaiti Ko
Rachel Marie Kuhr Lee
Stephen Liechty
Margaret Elizabeth Guan Lockhart
Rui Ma
Samatha Jackson Massey
Dillon Paul McDowell
Lily Beth Menzin
Rebecca Ann Nordi
Charles Kelly Owen, Jr.
Larkin Penn
Russell Dimitri Petro
Margaret Ridgely
Emily Lin Rong
Marian Magdy Roshdy
Jonathan Tony Spears
Valerie Leightman Spears
Alexandra Peyton Stengel
Yiyue Su
Fang Sun
Jolie Jane Talha
Bridget Randolph Timmerino
Michelle L Tran
Grace Porter Tuttle
LARRY RYAN UTTER
Olivia Swenson Vernon
Anna Wei
Aliyah Donnille White
Yao Xiao
Hannah Yoon
Haoran Zhang
Tianbo Zhang
Bowie Zhao
Natalie Rose Zuppas

Bachelors of Science
ARCHITECTURE
Caroline Grace Abel
Teo Abrahamo Blazquez
Alondria Jose Perez Argante
Tamar Ayalew
Katerina Bahktiari
Jacob Alexander Barton
Francis Joseph Becker, Jr.
Chloie Marie Becker
Jonathan D Brown
Nicole Collins Brown
Taylor Brown
Kennedy Nicole Carter
Sienna Helen Cummings
Thomas Wilkinson Cummings
Nathaniel Chase Christopherson
Dansie
Sophie Juliet Depret-Guillaume
Perri Elizabeth Dinnerman
Phoebe Elizabeth Draper
Nguyen Nguyen Khanh Duong
Leigh Elizabeth Jean El-Hendi
Cecily Kam Farrell
Emma Grace Gallaugher
Rebecca Geiger
Breanne Nicole Gill
Quentin Grant Grotheer
Eric Robert Guilloyle
Carson Elizabeth Harris
Justin Kyle Harris
Chloe Renee Helferman
Miriam Ruth Hossaini
Haomeng Hu
Tasiana Keerasuntonpong
Isaac Kenner
Erin Kidd
Ashley Yeheun Kim
Kaiti Ko
Rachel Marie Kuhr Lee
Stephen Liechty
Margaret Elizabeth Guan Lockhart
Rui Ma
Samatha Jackson Massey
Dillon Paul McDowell
Lily Beth Menzin
Rebecca Ann Nordi
Charles Kelly Owen, Jr.
Larkin Penn
Russell Dimitri Petro
Margaret Ridgely
Emily Lin Rong
Marian Magdy Roshdy
Jonathan Tony Spears
Valerie Leightman Spears
Alexandra Peyton Stengel
Yiyue Su
Fang Sun
Jolie Jane Talha
Bridget Randolph Timmerino
Michelle L Tran
Grace Porter Tuttle
LARRY RYAN UTTER
Olivia Swenson Vernon
Anna Wei
Aliyah Donnille White
Yao Xiao
Hannah Yoon
Haoran Zhang
Tianbo Zhang
Bowie Zhao
Natalie Rose Zuppas

Bachelors of Urban and Environmental Planning
Corey Dimitra Comba
Willow Heilwen Davies
Sabiya Eve Davis
Ryan Henry Denker
Maximilian Sabatino DiStefano
Margaret Oliva Eastlack
Logan Georgel
Jake Marshall Hecker
Kayla Faith Johnson
Caian Anne Kelly
Rachel Kathleen Kinzer
Riley Layman
Emily Grace Mortimer
Shaque Roberson
Lily Adriana Roberts
Jessica Laine Rothfleisch
Josephine Joyce Williams

School of Nursing

Masters of Urban Design
Meredith Hoos

Bachelors of Architectural History
Porter Glenn Brown
Colby Lapomme
Harrison Paul Monahan

Bachelors of Science
ARCHITECTURE
Caroline Grace Abel
Teo Abrahamo Blazquez
Alondria Jose Perez Argante
Tamar Ayalew
Katerina Bahktiari
Jacob Alexander Barton
Francis Joseph Becker, Jr.
Chloie Marie Becker
Jonathan D Brown
Nicole Collins Brown
Taylor Brown
Kennedy Nicole Carter
Sienna Helen Cummings

Bachelors of Urban and Environmental Planning
Corey Dimitra Comba
Willow Heilwen Davies
Sabiya Eve Davis
Ryan Henry Denker
Maximilian Sabatino DiStefano
Margaret Oliva Eastlack
Logan Georgel
Jake Marshall Hecker
Kayla Faith Johnson
Caian Anne Kelly
Rachel Kathleen Kinzer
Riley Layman
Emily Grace Mortimer
Shaque Roberson
Lily Adriana Roberts
Jessica Laine Rothfleisch
Josephine Joyce Williams

School of Nursing

Conferred August 12, 2022
Doctors of Nursing Practice
Jessica Tabor Cline
Capstone: Social Determinants of Health Screening and Intervention in Pediatric Primary Care

Karsen Brooke McVananagh
Capstone: Usability of a Video Support Tool to Elicit Patient Preferences in a Medical ICU

Melanie Rose Williams Wallace
Capstone: Implementation of a National Practice Guideline for Maintaining a Neutral Thermal Environment in Preterm Infants at an Academic Medical Center

Master of Science in Nursing
Patrick John McKeegan

Bachelors of Science in Nursing
Karly Ann Bilotta
Sydney M Rittenhouse

Conference December 16, 2022
Master of Science in Nursing
Jihyun Suh

Conference May 21, 2023
Doctors of Nursing Practice

Layla Zehra Arkila
Capstone: A Quality Improvement Project in an Adult Intensive Care Unit to Decrease the Frequency of Clinical Alarms Through a Clinical Alarm Management Nursing Practice Intervention

Caitlin Elizabeth Burchfield
Capstone: Implementation of a Nurse-Driven Frailty Screening to Improve Access to Home-Based Primary Care

Shelly D Dean
Capstone: Implementation of a Transition Process for Pediatric Kidney and Liver Transplant Recipients

Amanda Jane Golino
Capstone: Improving Nursing Assessment Using the Richmond Agitation Sedation Scale (RASS)

Lisa Marie Goode
Capstone: Implementing a Skin Assessment Instrument to Distinguish Between COVID-19 Skin and Deep Tissue Injury

Lindsey Grizzard
Capstone: Outcomes Associated with a Nurse-Driven Serious Illness Support Tool in Achieving Goals of Care Meetings in the Surgical Trauma Intensive Care Unit

Brittany H Harrison
Capstone: Utilization of the 3 Wishes Project to Enhance Individualization of End-of-Life Care in a Medical Intensive Care Unit

Jessica Rae Kaasay-McAllister
Capstone: Practical Implementation of the CARTOX Application Using Simulation in the Clinical Environment

Marina Helena Iturralde McBee
Capstone: Implementation of Eating Disorder Screening Tools in the Pediatric Primary Care Setting

Chloe Rose Michaels
Capstone: Transitions in Care: Piloting a Neuro Advanced Practice Provider Clinic

Kimberly Miller
Capstone: Translating Guidelines into Practice: Improving Continuous Glucose Monitoring Device Validation for Patients Using Insulin Pumps During Hospitalization

Claire Ann Louise Mulliken
Capstone: Incorporating a Routine Cannabis-Specific ASSIST Screen in Student Health Primary Care ADHD Visits: A Quality Improvement Study

Sarah Jessica Peelen
Capstone: An Advanced Practice Provider-Driven Sleep Hygiene Intervention for Delirium Prevention in Neurocritical Care Patients

Mary Eileen Roth
Capstone: Motivational Interviewing Education for Providers to Address Adolescent Nutrition

Morgan Brooks Scott
Capstone: Integrating Pupilometry into a Cardiovascular Intensive Care Unit: An Evidence-Based Quality Improvement Project
McIntire School of Commerce

Distinguished Majors Program

Hannah Celeste Mack-Boll
Sara Luse
Jessica Michelle Lisk
Christopher Maxwell Lecnam
Jessica Michelle Lisk
Kristin Lee Long
Sara Luse
Hannah Celeste Mack-Boll
Daniel Maggio

Allen Ward Magnone
Avin Mohammad Mahmood
Haley Donovan Mann
Katherine McHugh
Mary Pannill Stuart McIntyre
Jacob Colby McQuiggan
Emory Harris McVeigh
Samantha Melady
Jenna Christine Meranda
April Ann Miller
Amy Marie Morris
Pamela Noel Mulvaney
Jessica Evans Munnikhyusen
Catherine Annapolis Murray
Julia Rose Neustadt
Katherine Jane Nickdow
Kristen Marie Noonan
Madeline Elizabeth Olmsted
Kristen Orr
Margaret Lee Osborne
Dorothy Irene Parker
Ellen Kirk Pate
Amanda James Payne
Kelly Ryan Phillips
Tiffiny Belew Phillips
Sean Michael Porter
Rebecca Maria Raines
Catherine Theresa Raj
Elizabeth Crane Reinhard
Joseph William Roberts
Pamela Kim Ross
Magdalene Anna Rothenberger
Amanda Taylor Rush
Ross Michael Scallan
Elizabeth Marie Scarfe
Madison Lee Stinchost
Clara Mary Schmidt
Katelyn Ann Shea
Stephen Shiflet
Micah Ashley Smith
Margaret Ellen Spindel
Jacqueline Ellis Stewart
Spencer Taylor Stokes
Sarah Christna Story
Mikelyah Taylor
Gabrielle Loren Tennery
Hannah Marie Thomas
Carrie Mae Thompson
Dagny K. Thorsen
Aime Ngandu Tshibangu
Megan Leigh Underwood
Joyce Urban
Kayla Gabrielle Valle
Mekhla Bhadravat Vyas
Sara Stewart Waugh
Julian Johnson Wiebe
Emily Gray Willard
Shers O’Neil Willis
Elizabeth Hope Wornom
Kathryn Winfree Zecha
Marcelle Marie Zimcosky-Murray

Jane Chrysty Baik
Bridge R Bechtholf
Keji Beloja
Cassandra Abigail Bravo-Rodriguez
Virginia Greer Buell
Dino Bukić
Caroline Grace Burke
Alexis Bynd
Haley Mac Christensen
Amani D’Sha Clark
Sailor Ann Coatsen
Audrey Elisabeth Colby
Kayla Marie Concepcion
Anne Erickson Cunningham
Elizabeth Anne Dallessandro
Sarah Lucille Dalton
Jenna Kathryn Daniels
Laura Allison Davis
Mary Kate DeVido
Johanne Christie Grey Duvara
Quinny Katherine Edwards
Flannery Enneking-Norton
Audrey Starrwood Fairchild
Mia Rose Forsyth
Grace Timah Gambrah
Camille Garcia
Charles William Gardner III
Diana Geary
Taylor Jena Gibson
Stephanie Anne Gonzalez
Catherine Knaide Green
Mykaela Elise Grevious
Shanna Leigh Grissom
Ricardo Guel, Jr.
Peter Kerby Harrison
Holly Nicole Hertzog
Ashly Welch Hudson
Shantel Jackson
Payton Taylor Jager
Neha Jain
Laura Kate Jepson
Gabriella Alejandra Jimenez
Ashley Krise Jones
Virginia Merwether Jones
Ashley Brianna Kangas
Da Seul Kim
Samantha Michelle Lane
Britney Lee LaVoie
Eunsi Cha Lee
Kelsea Winnie Landon
Samanta Michelle Lane
Annette Kaye Aber
Emily McMahon Ahearn
Carina Rose Anderson
Matthew William Anthony
Jessica Marie Bachman

McIntire School of Commerce

Masters of Science in Nursing

Francesca Najwa Azar
Emily Michelle Barranco
Eljah Roy Benn
Leah Bianchi
Alison Louise Bowles
Anne Terrell Brady
Brandon Diante Brown, Sr.
Emma Victoria Buchko
Annnicole Caroline Buranych
Ashley Nicole Butler
Aaron Maurice Carr
Michelle Malina Carter
Christine Lee Cavan
Ruby McKain Claar
Chloe Ester Katharine Cook
Jadyn Kiara Unique Currie
Courtney Rae Curtis
Christa Marie Sharpe
Shelly Nicole Feazell
Jonathan Terrell Fielder
Georgianna Blair Fox
Corinne Gardner
Katherine Clauoch Giganti
Annie Guan
Eliza Catherine Harvey
Emily Claire Heins
Jessica Thrap Hess
Michelle Beth Hilado
Samantha Rose Hinzman
Lucille Taylor Hooker
Jordan Richard Hollowell
Chelsea Renee Hugh
Mary Conaway Hungerford
Therese Marie Igharas
Kaiqiao Jia
Erm Keller
Lee Anne Klempner
Katharine Susanne Kuekes-Baker
Christopher Maxwell Lecnam
Jessica Michelle Lisk
Kristin Lee Long
Sara Luse
Hannah Celeste Mack-Boll
Daniel Maggio

Jihyun Suh
Capstone: Implementation of a DeLirium Screening Tool and Care Plan in the Postoperative Setting for Geriatric Hip Fracture Patients

Quashuntae Chaquia Wright
Capstone: Utilizing a Tailored Approach to Standardized Screening of Health-Related Social Needs

Masters of Science in Nursing

Francesca Najwa Azar
Emily Michelle Barranco
Eljah Roy Benn
Leah Bianchi
Alison Louise Bowles
Anne Terrell Brady
Brandon Diante Brown, Sr.
Emma Victoria Buchko
Annnicole Caroline Buranych
Ashley Nicole Butler
Aaron Maurice Carr
Michelle Malina Carter
Christine Lee Cavan
Ruby McKain Claar
Chloe Ester Katharine Cook
Jadyn Kiara Unique Currie
Courtney Rae Curtis
Christa Marie Sharpe
Shelly Nicole Feazell
Jonathan Terrell Fielder
Georgianna Blair Fox
Corinne Gardner
Katherine Clauoch Giganti
Annie Guan
Eliza Catherine Harvey
Emily Claire Heins
Jessica Thrap Hess
Michelle Beth Hilado
Samantha Rose Hinzman
Lucille Taylor Hooker
Jordan Richard Hollowell
Chelsea Renee Hugh
Mary Conaway Hungerford
Therese Marie Igharas
Kaiqiao Jia
Erm Keller
Lee Anne Klempner
Katharine Susanne Kuekes-Baker
Christopher Maxwell Lecnam
Jessica Michelle Lisk
Kristin Lee Long
Sara Luse
Hannah Celeste Mack-Boll
Daniel Maggio

Allen Ward Magnone
Avin Mohammad Mahmood
Haley Donovan Mann
Katherine McHugh
Mary Pannill Stuart McIntyre
Jacob Colby McQuiggan
Emory Harris McVeigh
Samantha Melady
Jenna Christine Meranda
April Ann Miller
Amy Marie Morris
Pamela Noel Mulvaney
Jessica Evans Munnikhyusen
Catherine Annapolis Murray
Julia Rose Neustadt
Katherine Jane Nickdow
Kristen Marie Noonan
Madeline Elizabeth Olmsted
Kristen Orr
Margaret Lee Osborne
Dorothy Irene Parker
Ellen Kirk Pate
Amanda James Payne
Kelly Ryan Phillips
Tiffiny Belew Phillips
Sean Michael Porter
Rebecca Maria Raines
Catherine Theresa Raj
Elizabeth Crane Reinhard
Joseph William Roberts
Pamela Kim Ross
Magdalene Anna Rothenberger
Amanda Taylor Rush
Ross Michael Scallan
Elizabeth Marie Scarfe
Madison Lee Stinchost
Clara Mary Schmidt
Katelyn Ann Shea
Stephen Shiflet
Micah Ashley Smith
Margaret Ellen Spindel
Jacqueline Ellis Stewart
Spencer Taylor Stokes
Sarah Christna Story
Mikelyah Taylor
Gabrielle Loren Tennery
Hannah Marie Thomas
Carrie Mae Thompson
Dagny K. Thorsen
Aime Ngandu Tshibangu
Megan Leigh Underwood
Joyce Urban
Kayla Gabrielle Valle
Mekhla Bhadravat Vyas
Sara Stewart Waugh
Julian Johnson Wiebe
Emily Gray Willard
Shers O’Neil Willis
Elizabeth Hope Wornom
Kathryn Winfree Zecha
Marcelle Marie Zimcosky-Murray

Jane Chrysty Baik
Bridge R Bechtholf
Keji Beloja
Cassandra Abigail Bravo-Rodriguez
Virginia Greer Buell
Dino Bukić
Caroline Grace Burke
Alexis Bynd
Haley Mac Christensen
Amani D’Sha Clark
Sailor Ann Coatsen
Audrey Elisabeth Colby
Kayla Marie Concepcion
Anne Erickson Cunningham
Elizabeth Anne Dallessandro
Sarah Lucille Dalton
Jenna Kathryn Daniels
Laura Allison Davis
Mary Kate DeVido
Johanne Christie Grey Duvara
Quinny Katherine Edwards
Flannery Enneking-Norton
Audrey Starrwood Fairchild
Mia Rose Forsyth
Grace Timah Gambrah
Camille Garcia
Charles William Gardner III
Diana Geary
Taylor Jena Gibson
Stephanie Anne Gonzalez
Catherine Knaide Green
Mykaela Elise Grevious
Shanna Leigh Grissom
Ricardo Guel, Jr.
Peter Kerby Harrison
Holly Nicole Hertzog
Ashly Welch Hudson
Shantel Jackson
Payton Taylor Jager
Neha Jain
Laura Kate Jepson
Gabriella Alejandra Jimenez
Ashley Krise Jones
Virginia Merwether Jones
Ashley Brianna Kangas
Da Seul Kim
Samantha Michelle Lane
Britney Lee LaVoie
Eunsi Cha Lee
Kelsea Winnie Landon
Samanta Michelle Lane
Annette Kaye Aber
Emily McMahon Ahearn
Carina Rose Anderson
Matthew William Anthony
Jessica Marie Bachman

McIntire School of Commerce

Conferred August 12, 2022

Masters of Science COMMERCE

Arman Ahmadzayr
Jonathan Leonard Aiello
Daniel Aminzadeh
Nicholas Glenn Arledge
Reid Meyer Balsor
Ryan Henry Barnett
Luca Giuliano Basile
Thomas George Barzel
Jackson Thomas Begley
Jonathan Scripps Berkley
Xuanqi Bi
Landon Shipman Birsch IV
Jennings Brooks
Grayson Chapman Brown
Daniel Caminiti
Margaret Elizabeth Cathey
Alessia Elizabeth Cestaro
Kunal Amritabh Chauhan
Jingyi Chen
Philip Seungdo Choi
Mason Thomas Chupka
Gordland Virginia Conner
Daniel Welborn Cope
Justin Andrew Costello
Hardin Councill
Marion Caroline Crawford
Theodore Collins Crowley
Edward Dominic James Cunningham
Maya Saraswati Das
Isabel Butters Davis
Shelby Lynn Davis
Alexandra Lynn Day
Yuwei Deng
Jack V. Dennehy
Rohit Dhalaria
Kaiwen Du
Jacob John Pous Larnard Eck
Jon Daniel Errico
Thomas Davidson Evans, Jr.
Nicolas James Ferrara
Cassandra Elise Fisher
Jack Francis Forbes
Edmund Forsythe Garno IV
Garrett Goodwin
Megan Summer Gordon
Magnus Conner Gould
Alex Grammer
Kiely Hartigan
Robert Michael Hebert
Kelsy J. Henley
Josephine Herget
Christian Michael Hlinka
Thu Huyen Ho
Jodie Blair Hoffman
Chunru Hu
Thomas Huber
Taylor Huff
Andrew Ning Hui
William Hutchison IV
Matthew Jean-Pierre
Dj Jin
Frederik Johne
Ewan George Jones
Taylor Dana Jones
Jacob Luck Kelly
Patrick Crossin Kern
Kayla Marie Kiefer
Chae yeon Kim
John Clarence Kirven
Catherine Hayne Larkin
Margaret Kathleen Lavoie
Matthew Lazarus
Mary Pace Lewis
Aiping Li
Luming Li
Connor Liggan
Mei-Yi Lin
Wenfei Lin
Ethan M. Lipnicki
Cameron Dominic Lizza
Liam Patrick McVea
Zaeda Meherin
Thomas Jerald Montgomery
Davis Michels Morgan
Benjamin Tirus Mulholand
Paige Henry Nank
Anisha Narain
Thomas Mouzner Nasr
Sumukh Nori
Hunter Pierce Nowak
Maximilian Harald Murat
Ohsonege
Chase Jamison Overton
Keegan Mateo Jose Antonio Pando
Yutica Paranjape
Rahil Patel
Qingchen Peng
Olivia Plansker
Catherine Miyoko Pommersheim
William Frederick Robert Powell
Meghan Marie Preisman
Payton Elizabeth Pretzas
Elizabeth LaVan Prillaman
Jillian Elise Quevedo
Ali Rahoumi
Rishabh Rana
Thomas S. Reynolds
Ronak Rijhwani
Anthor Gabriel Rizer
Daulton Matthew Roach
Elizabeth Howell Robertson
Bailey Benton Roe
Megan Rachel Romillo
Ryan Laura Sheehy
George Shaw Shepherd
Michael Thomas Srot
Samuel Hess Spencer
Isabel Stuart Steetinius
Theodora Mae Stoker
Yi Tang
Benjamin Ian Tankel
Charles Andrew Taylor
Samuel Dylan Taylor
Jiayu Teng
William Scott Thomas
Taylor Alexander Thompson
Benjamin Ulfers
Anthony Quick Vinson II
Michael Wagner
Katlyn Grace Walter
Yuanning Wang
Jibri Ward-Richardson
Ziyi Wei
Thomas Patrick Wiig
Peter Thornton Wilbanks, Jr.
Cecilia Williams
James Gordon Lanagan Williams
Jordan Kristopher Willis
Andrew Tarkan Volvront
George Cooper Wozencraft
Yuhao Xiao
Miaoan Xu
Fan Yang
Tammy Yin
Chloe M Yoon
Umar Zahid
Shikun Zhang
Shiyu Zhao

GLOBAL COMMERCE
Nicolas Abington
Kelly Nicole Alvarez
Abigail Baker
Patrick Balint
Mary Kathryn Carrier
Kyrilos Christoudias
Rosa Cruz Ceravalls
Alexandre Da Costa Ferreira
Dillon Clay Davis
Carla Alexandrine Deparis
Abdallah El Y Elmouday
Sharis Essayan
Jingyi Fan
Kadyn Marie Fleming
Lena Luisa Hametner
Andrew Thomas Harkins
Lauren Anne Hausheer
Lucas Philip Helbing
Astrid Wonne Anna Holmberg
Yaxin Huang
Cecilia Incarnati
Vincent Justus Jansen
Lilin Jung
Bradley Hale Jones
Saras Khanakaparambil Santosh
Victoria Jean Marie Kroenecke
Shuhan Li
Natasha Bianca Lloyd-Vieira
Andreas Siegfried Bernhard Lorenz
Aislin Grace McKinney
Kyle Nguyen
Maximilian Nicolussi Moretto
Blanca Ogger
Patrick O'Harra
Nicholas Puvak
Nicholas Ribas Jimenez
Wenyu Rui
Jemma Marshall Sager
Julie Schwindenhamer
Kayomurz Sethna
Wenqi Tang
Federica Tella
Yijing Teng
Jingyi Wang
Cathleen Melanie Welter
Andrea Marie Wise
Junyi Yang
Gianluca Zanovello
Yuning Zheng

MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Justin Astroth
Justin Atkinson
Tanwe Badheka
Peyk Cyrus Bakhshi
Eiman Behzadi
Joel B Congdon
Joseph Early
Olwen Michael Gaffney
Lavanya M Gatamaneni
Jenny Gopurathingal
Denise Marie Her
Jenny Gopurathingal
Lavanya M Gatamaneni
Owen Michael Gaffney
Joseph Early
Joel B Congdon
Eiman Behzadi

ACCOUNTING
John McManus
Kristina Nicole Messenger
Sophie Mohajerani
Joseph A. Nasevich
Mary Papa
Kristus Maria Ratliff
Leroy Rhem, Jr.
Dylan Alexander Rock
Dan Rojana
Mary Hunter Sanders
Ryan Bradfod Thomas
Lee Marjorie Vaughan
Stephen Youn

Conferred December 16, 2022
Masters of Science
ACCOUNTING
Yvonne Chen
Griffin Thomas Cottrell
Alyssa Marie Gluska
Rebecca Grace Hansen
Christopher Truong

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Colin Egan

Conferred May 21, 2023
Masters of Science
ACCOUNTING
Christopher Michael Baker
Madeleine Becker
Joshua Ryan Blaha
Jennifer Bressler
Margaret Allen Brumfield
Lillian Byrne
Jillian Sophie Carpenter
Erica Cha
Shuran Chen
Joseph Chessmore
Jung Yoon Cho
Seamus Reilly Cochrane
Matthew Lee Cook
Elizabeth Caroline Cotchet
Natalie Grace Critelli
Nicholas James Delis
Cenxuan Ding
Hongyi Ding
Anlin Dong
Haleigh Ensminger
Claire Farrell
Riley Alexander Fiening
Julia Forbes
Elizabeth Mary Burke Fox
Hagan Fromme
Diego Francesco Galvez
Emma Caroline Heard
Samuel Wesley Herrington
Seokryu Hong
Megan Horn
Kristus Maria Ratliff
Dan Rojana
Mary Hunter Sanders
Ryan Bradfod Thomas
Lee Marjorie Vaughan
Stephen Youn

McIntire School of Commerce

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Bachelors of Science in Commerce

Youjin Lee
Bing Luo
Thomas McConvey
Zachary Andrew Miller
George Clark O’Brien
Nikola Opacic
Dominic Kyle Owens
Tatvi Patel
John Germany Robbins
Madelen Marie Sabalewski
Joshua Tomas Salinas
Yu-San Shen
Jake Eric Temares
Wyatt Jackson Verity
Angela Jessica Wang
Mary Nelson Williams
Kathleen Connolly Wilson
Andrew Vancey
Patricia Anne Zorn

Andrew Paul Cabalu
Antonio Pedro Calheiros Ribeiro F A Machioni
Abby Claire Campillo
Kristin Elizabeth Capitan
Beverly Freyhahn Caplan
Turner Yates Carlson
Jenna Beatrice Carpenter
Charlotte Lindley Carr
Kathleen Amelia Carson
Marco Centurano Garcia
Pragya Chaturvedi
Kehut Chen
Vivian W Chen
Caroline Stewart Cherry
Emerson Isabelle Gilley
Caroline Jenna Clark
Parker Duke Clark
Victoria Alexandra Clotet Arango
Sy C Coffey
Amanda Cohen
Dylan Conor Cole
Channing Joseph Connors
Brian James Conway
Lauren Michelle Coppins
Lilly Hope Cordover
Colin Wolfe Corrigan
Kaylee Nicole Corvin
Jermaine Da Costa
Rachel Shaina Dadoo
Ashley Jordan Dahl
Samy Dahman
William Colegate Dale
Raghav Sanjiv Dalma
Aria Lilley D’Amico
Oscar Daum III
Andrew James Dawe
Samia Desai
Vedat Hussein Dilek
Michael Thomas DiLeonardo
Edward Christopher Donohue
Neel Ajay Doshi
Samia Desai
Nadezhda Dimitrievna Droujinsky
Justin William Dubuque
Connor Philip Dunne
Edward B Durfee
Luan Dinh Vu
Jennifer Fay
Michael Alejandro Falcon
Dario Jonathan Fagan
Caroline Fagerli
Yoseph Fasil
Samantha Abigail Felder
Gabrielle Annette Buckle
Swastika Budhatrakoti
Thinh Duc Bui
Connor James Butz
Holly A Byers

Sidney Zachary Garfinkel
James Daniel Garrison II
Trevor Armani Gary
Kozmo Georges
Ethan Jack Gimbel
Grayson Douglas Wickes Glenn
Nicholas Andrew Glovsy
Kyle Christopher Goldrick
Alvaro Jose Gonzalez Rico
Michael Harrison Grae
Matthew Joseph Griff
Hunter Leigh Grist
Megan Limh Grohowski
Molly Katherine Grube
Leah Katherine Guesman
Samuel Donald Gunn
Maria Paula Guzman Duran
Bryce Coleman Hak
Michael Caleb Hall
Justin Patrick Hamill
Calayjia Hamlin
Ian Gibson Hansing
Vidur Harereh
Aditya Hari
Harshavardhan Haribhaskar
Matthew James Haydu
Jack Thompson Hays
Grace Carol Henschel
Julia Paige Herb
Connor Kirk Holland
John Philip Holland
Seung Pyo Hong
Grant Bedell Honker
Matthew Ting Hopper
Emily Pierce Hornelle
Yasmin Jarrahi Horner
Anisha Hossain
Tasminna Hossain
Cindy Huang
Kenneth Tyrant Huggins, Jr
Christopher Cosmo Hunt
Timothy John Hutchinson
Ali A Ibrahim
Isha Itlikhar
Sean Michael Inturias
Connor James Ivan
John Izlar
Nicholas Sanders Jackson
Landon Nathaniel Jaeger
Khuslen Jargalan
Brendon Douglas Manya
Ego Conner
Catherine Anne Carpenter
Caroline Zane Carlow
Abigail Hailey Carter
Larena Amin
Lauren Michelle Coppins
Brian James Conway
Channing Joseph Connors
Dylan Conor Cole
Amanda Cohen
Dylan Conor Cole
Channing Joseph Connors
Brian James Conway
Lauren Michelle Coppins
Lilly Hope Cordover
Colin Wolfe Corrigan
Kaylee Nicole Corvin
Jermaine Da Costa
Rachel Shaina Dadoo
Ashley Jordan Dahl
Samy Dahman
William Colegate Dale
Raghav Sanjiv Dalma
Aria Lilley D’Amico
Oscar Daum III
Andrew James Dawe
Samia Desai
Vedat Hussein Dilek
Michael Thomas DiLeonardo
Edward Christopher Donohue
Neel Ajay Doshi
Samia Desai
Nadezhda Dimitrievna Droujinsky
Justin William Dubuque
Connor Philip Dunne
Edward B Durfee
Luan Dinh Vu
Jennifer Fay
Michael Alejandro Falcon
Dario Jonathan Fagan
Caroline Fagerli
Yoseph Fasil
Samantha Abigail Felder
Gabrielle Annette Buckle
Swastika Budhatrakoti
Thinh Duc Bui
Connor James Butz
Holly A Byers

1 Distinguished Majors Program

McIntire School of Commerce
School of Continuing & Professional Studies

Distinguished Majors Program
Jada Marie Seaman  
Noah Cody Schmeisser  
Eric Robert Schlawin  
Caroline Judith Santoro  
Timothy Ruff  
Sydney Anne Rubin  
Joseph Anthony Rousseau  
Daniel Rothwell  
Carson Thomas Roth  
Andrew James Robinson  
Charlotte Robbins  
Todd Gavin Rissman  
Matthew Aaron Feller  
William Jeffrey Fisher  
Kenneth Lee Fountain  
Mark Franco  
David L. Gardner  
Michael Gormley  
Norman Eugene Gray, Sr.  
Cecile Houry  
Ronald Louis Leonard  
Curtis Todd Lightner  
Nelson Mitchell Moya  
Jason Scott Nadolinski  
Daniel P. O'Connor  
Eric James Pfeiffer  
John William Price II  
Michelle Leah Ridlehoover  
Anthony William Roetzel  
Josiah Chilton Schiaivo  
Jason Ashley Seamster  
Eric Paul Smith  
Sally Frances Stouffer  
Isaac Christopher Stapleton  
Michael Louis Sterenberg  
Ashlyn Jill Stolz  
Sally Frances Stouffer  
Reece Stromberg  
Neha Subramaniam  
John Sun  
Erica Morgan Szymanski  
Fawzia Tahsin  
Prakash Tamang  
Hailey Sarah Tanenbaum  
Sara Elizabeth Templeton  
Michael Stephen Texin  
Brett Peter Lester  
James Charles Nesbit II  
Reid Pursley  
Jeremy Charles Tremel  

Bachelor of Professional Studies
Conferred May 21, 2023
Masters of Public Safety
Joshua Lewis Brooks  
Ralph Paul Smith  
Baric R Crum  
Michael David Cummings  
Antonio Gregorio Diaz  
Barry A Dulek  
Scott M. Emerson  
Michael Francis Gardiner, Jr.  
Rushan B. Hakes  
Ryan A Hall  
Christopher Robin Kelley  
Scott A. Kent  
Jaime Lynne Kurnick  
Jason Michael Langston  

School of Continuing & Professional Studies

Conferred August 12, 2022
Masters of Public Safety
Tammy Hyatt Erwin  
Bladen Clarke Finch  
Jose Miguel Gonzalez  
Travis Wayne Gullberg  
Welber Mack Hickman, Jr.  
Tamrah Lee Jackson  
Cheryl Lee Kimball  
Thomas Jerome Krug  
James Charles Nesbit II  
Reid Pursley  
Jeremy Charles Tremel  

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies
Link Antonio Arauz  
Sidney Force Arwell  
Jaydeesh Bhantal  
Jocelyn Marie Brumbaugh  
Todd Christopher Burks  
Amy C Driver  
Timothy Michael Dufurisne  
Shana Fabio  
Emily Findley  
Heather L Fitzgerald  
Ariana Mitchell  
Anthony Moretti  
Francesca Toms  
Max Andrew Velinsky  

Bachelors of Professional Studies
Conferred May 21, 2023
Masters of Public Safety
Joshua Lewis Brooks  
Ralph Paul Smith  
Baric R Crum  
Michael David Cummings  
Antonio Gregorio Diaz  
Barry A Dulek  
Scott M. Emerson  
Michael Francis Gardiner, Jr.  
Rushan B. Hakes  
Ryan A Hall  
Christopher Robin Kelley  
Scott A. Kent  
Jaime Lynne Kurnick  
Jason Michael Langston

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy

Masters of Public Policy

Conferred August 12, 2022

Wenzhen Li
Michael A. McVerry
Camilo Morales
Tihana Stojevaljevic

Conferred December 16, 2022

Michaela Rose Meyer
Koichiro Takagi

Conferred May 21, 2023

Vani Agarwal
Rachel Susan Alexander
Abby Carolina Aquije
Victoria Barahona
Villem Berglund
Leigh Sara Berman
Amruta Liz Binoy
Brandon Boccher
Charlotte Bradsher
Charlie Este Bruce
Rory Burke
Gary Christensen
Janet Cassidy Conklin
Irene Victoria Cox
Julia Davis
Aidan Douc
Jonathan Jason Dove
Connor Lochlain Eads
Allison Caughdy Edwards
Rachel Beth Ellis
Jena Nazha Elshami
Logan Adams Ende
Orina Figueroua Chacin
Megan Miles Finney
Shannon Elizabeth Foster
Alex Frazier
Casey Ogler Gottlieb
Charles William Grosup
Steve Hahn
Ashley Anne Hale
Jaya Rose Harr
Andrea L. Henriquez
Rachel Ann Hightman
Victoria Olivia Anne Hume

Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy

Distinguished Majors Program

Jesse Thomason Zmick
Shaina Ashley Yowell
Jennifer Webb
Floy Elizabeth Walker
Denise Nicole T
Megan Lynn Tereskerz
Josiah Jay Sims, Jr.
Yanira Santibanez
Kelli Anne Owens
Christian Narh
Molly Britton Anne Fanney Moro

Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies

Moriam Temitope Ajaoo
Jessica T Bauer
Danielle Shay Brown
Mary Brinson Feezell
Maria Del Rosario Gutierrez Cruz
Shaun Lawrence Howard
Thomas Hutchison
Joanna Courtney Ivey
Ashley Sorrells Jenkins
Saad Samir Khaleefa

Bachelor of Professional Studies

HEALTH SCIENCES

Bachelors of

Bachelors of

Bachelors of Arts

Lara Arif
Aayushma Bastola
Noah Rayford Bateman
Isabella Rachael Berg
Hannah Rachel May Brockhausen
Denise Nichole Brookman-Amassah
Anna Grace Calhoun
Justin Michael Carminucci
Avnet Kaur Chhabra
Uche Chima
Amanda Shi Ying Chok
Ryan Joseph Cieslukowski
William Henry Clawson
Zoe J Costello
Miles Andrews Crosby
Ann Ashley Daniel
Haley Rhue Davie
Gabrielle Marie Davitch
Cailyn Alexis Day
Cole De Long
Emily Claire Deignan
William Churchill Denniston
Graham Michael Di Lorenzo
Ethan Beiley Fingerhuft
James Francis Flood
Sasha Rose Frederic
Sean Fridley
Alexandra Rosbel Fuentes-Hernandez
Robert J Gerber
Cole Tavi Ginthana
Angela Sena Grey-Theriot
Eleanor Rey Hallisey
Angela Sena Grey-Theriot

School of Data Science

Conferred August 12, 2022

Masters of Science

DATA SCIENCE

Brago Abogaoye-Nyame
Abhishek Bada
Aubrey Lynne Brockmiller
Thomas Sung Butler
Amber Lee Kato Curran
Michael L Davies
Bryan DeMarcy
Manpreet Kaur Dhindsa
Antoine Alexander Edelman
Matthew Edwards
Joseph Winson Eldredge
Andre Erkelens
Kelly Nancy Farrell
Allison Patricia Hansen
Andrew Joseph Haynes
Mary Juliet Holmes
Jungyun Jang
Nitika Kataria
Jesse Alexander Katz
Robert Jon Knuuti
Jake Kollessar
Randi Gretchen Larrick
Amanda Allison Maruca
Quintin Patrick Mays
Karolina Naranjo-Velasco
Oluwasegun Omosebi
Eric Weiler Pratsch
Grant Redfield
Allie Debra Ridgway
Sarah Hannon Rodgers
Bryce Runey
Matthew Dakota Sachs
Christian Schroeder
Robel Zewdu Semunegus
Lindsey Nicole Shavers
Ha Nym Song
Anita Gwynne Taucher
Khoi Tran
Colin Scott Warner
Akeem Justin Wells
Ashley Caprill Wright
Mary Youssef
Ellen Yixin Yu

Conferred December 16, 2022
Masters of Science
DATA SCIENCE
Brooks Severin Anderson
Alice Michelle Bogdan
Charles Nichols Briggs III
Peter Causey
Brian Chae
Trent Cork
Stephanie R Craig

Karan Dileep Manwani
Tyler Entner
Kadee Girma
John Hazelton
Melanie Ann Hazlett
James Michael Kanski
Carly Fletcher Kelly
Connor Matthew Killion
Michael Henri Kolosnay
Ryan Keenan Kunc
Thomas McIntyre
Anh The Nguyen
Christian Prosser
Shashank Sharma
Samuel John Shaud
June Eli Suh
Francis Anthony Vasquez III
Ryan Viti

Conferred May 21, 2023
Masters of Science
DATA SCIENCE
Shreyas Ramakrishnan Adiyodi
Rhea Agarwal
Cepheh Alizadeh
Nikita Amanna
Neil Vartan Antrassian
Alex Bass
Lauren Elizabeth Bassett
Cullan Bedwell
Rory Ann Black
Angela Acheampong Boakye Danquah
Julia Elizabeth Burek
Caroline Joan Bush
Abhijeet Chawhan
Emma Yafan Cooper
Ryan Spencer Cox
Julie Crowe
Connie Palmer Cui
Brennan Danek
Nicholas Joseph Daniello
Levi Davis
Julia Renee Deaver
Dominick Christopher DeCamio
Jose Diaz-Rivera
Noah Alexander Dunn
Haley Marie Egan
Gunnar Burke Franko
Seth Alan Galluzzi
Joshua Donald Gen
Humaira B. Haim
Seth Walker Harrison
Leah Marie Hogenmiller
Margaret Elizabeth Houck
Xin Huang
Garbee Jagtap
William Frederick Johnson
Brandily Neal Jones
Madeleine Emilie Jones
Maxwell Alexander Jones
Nicholas Hunter Kalenichenko
Nicholas Joseph Kalinowski
Ami Kano
Karefa Joseph Kargbo
Linnea Kathleen Kavulich
Minah Kim
Jessica Maria Kimrell
Hyunsuk Ko
Sara Koochagian
Tatev Kysababay
Chelsea Lynne Le Sage
Christopher Lee
Kaia Lindberg
Matthew Samuel Litz
Christopher Campbell Longchamp
Grace Lyons
Jasmine Malak
Matthew Jonah Manner
Griffin Dean McCauley
Devin James McDonald
Helen Diana McSpadden
Kathryn Mary Meldrum
Davi Meran
Raymundi Mora, Jr
Diana Dunn Morris
Said Mrad
Connor Adam Nickol
Tulsi Ratnam
Elina Ribakova
Alexandra Austine Rivera
Anmeda Adora Rong
Hyun Suk Ryoo
Sarah Beth Saas
Isabella Samper
Eve Kathryn Schoenrock
Anne Louise Seekford
Manikandarajan Sharmugavel
David William Siamon
Nadir Hafeez Siddiqui
Ahmed Soliman
Jason Minghu Sun
Eric Zhang Long Tang
Theodore Leo Thormann
Rachel Grace Troene
Enrico Victor Medina Triu
Tyler Wayne Valentine
Royal Jue Wang
Jake Alexander Weinberg
Michael Scott Wielkow
Benjamin Robert Wilson
Audrey Lee Winger
Chunru Zheng
Douglas Edwin Ziman

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Alumni Association’s Ernest H. Ern Distinguished Student Award
Cecilia M Cain

Gray-Carrington Scholarship Award
Joshua Ly Fong
Jeremy Kevaun Verley

Thomas Jefferson Award for Scholarship
Elizabeth K. Meyer

Thomas Jefferson Award for Service
Margaret Walton Smith

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Architecture
Andrew Freear

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Citizen Leadership
Jason Rezaian

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Law
Menaka Guruswamy
Arundhati Katju

Raven Society Awards
Students
Courtney Cecile Rogers

Alumni
Thomas J. Baltimore
Sherita Hill Golden

Faculty
John Unsworth
Richard Handler

Walter N. Ridley Scholarships
Tracy Afriyie Agyemang
Kennedy Nicole Carter
Maxine DeVeaux
Selam Kidane Herring
Milan Grace Marsh
Alexis Charday Stokes

Seven Society Louis A. Onesty Award
Alexa Madison Cuomo

Seven Society James Earle Sargeant Award
Flux Poetry and Spoken Word

Edgar F. Shannon Awards
Presented by the “Z” Society
School of Architecture
Lily Adriana Roberts

Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy
Irene Victoria Cox
Ahana Madhu Rosha

Darden Graduate School of Business Administration
Morah Quan Horner

School of Continuing & Professional Studies
Susan Chisolm

School of Data Science
Nadir Siddiqui

School of Education and Human Development
Amaya Reina Reynolds

School of Engineering & Applied Science
Courtney Shae Kennedy

School of Law
Jeffrey Robert Horn

McIntire School of Commerce
Jane Clarkson Lyons

School of Medicine
Colby Michael Brunette

School of Nursing
Neha Jain

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Awards
Students
Jayden Amir Bolden
Alyyah Donielle White

Community Member
Lisa Anne Speidel

Posse Scholars
Rofiat Mojoyinola Abubakar
Qudus O Ayilara
Casey Jamilett Calixto
Eric Garcia
Stephanie Anne Gonzalez
Raymundo Maldonado Grajales
Kendric Huff
Ramandeep Kaur
Kelema Ayana Lewis-Matthews
Arnaldo Aron Sandoval-Guerrero
Aldo Martin
Honorary Societies

**Alpha Omega Alpha**
Honorary Medical Society
JungEun Ahn
Walter Henry Banfield
Ashley Catherine Bolte
Colby Michael Brunette
Anthony Carmen-Joseph DeNovio
Kimberly Elizabeth Doerr
Marisa Nhat-quynh Duong
Nicole Lee Edmonds
Olufawunmiayo Temitope Eletu
Omar Elghawy
Faraz Farzad
Laura Isabel Fuhr
Danielle Anne-Marie Hogarth
Anthony Joseph Ignozzi
Rohan Martin Karanth
Jacob Kosyakovsky
Joshua Thomas Kowalczyk
Erica Jaclyn Mark
Kelley Rowan Mark
Ajay M Mehra
Hayne Noh
Hakeem Rachid Oulkir
Krishna Yogesh Patel
Brandon Michael Podyma
Madsyn Arelle Primas
Emily Pauline Rabinovich
Miyahi Saito
Julian Adam Stashower
Eric Robert Teghani
John Seng Wang
Amanda Elizabeth Ward
Christie Zheng

**Alpha Sigma Lambda**
National Honor Society
Adam Mitchell Black
Tanya Kim Blaine
Mary Isabel Esplin Claros
Mary Brinson Feezell
Paige Frances Gardziola
Sarah Adriana Hedquist
Daniel Lepore Jr.
Martha Celeste Madigan
Molly Brutton Anne Fanney Moro
Ariana Mitchell
Bryan Lynwood Nuri
Kelli Anne Owens
Jennifer Webb

**Beta Gamma Sigma**
**Commerce Honor Society**
Adam Daniel Bacigalupo
Tanvee Badhaka
Jack Michael Baldwin
Patrik Balint
John Joseph Baumgartner
Ashley Lauren Brunic
Caroline Stewen Cherry
Caroline Jenna Clark
Lilly Hope Cordover
Elizabeth Caroline Cotchett
Carolin Fabian
Joseph Fasil
Christopher Michael Fox
Hagan Fromme
Caroline Natalie Fulton
Michelle Lynn Gentle
Nicholas Andrew Golovsky
Megan Summer Gordon
Matthew Joseph Griff
Hunter Leigh Griswold
Leah Katherine Guesman
Lena Luisa Hametner
Ian Gibson Hansing
Kiely Harrigan
Luukas Philip Helbing
Denise Marie Herndon
August Xavier Kern
Lisa Khutshidzilo
Alessandra Kimball
Nihtarika Sai Kollipara
Mary Pace Lewis
Grace Autumn Li
Sophia Yahui Liao
Cameron Dominic Lizza
Andreas Siegfried Bernhard Lorenz
Connor William Murphy
Eshuma Narula
Joseph A. Nasevich
Hunter Pierce Nowak
Avery Claire Orachef
Julie Elizabeth Orenstein
Keegan Mateo Jose Antonio Pando
Martha Moltrup Pangburn
Lauren Joana Park
Praneeth Varma Pennetsa
Elizabeth LaVan Prillaman
Kristus Maria Ratiff
Matthew Remignino
John Germany Robbins
Elizabeth Howell Robertson
Mary Hunter Sanders
Margot Louise Seidel
Ryan Fulton Swinsell
Erica Morgan Szymanski
Hailey Sarah Tanenbaum
Charles Andrew Taylor
Anna Marberry Thompson
Kaydyl Y Nhi Vu
Robert Walton
Tzu-Yueh Wang
Tyler Joseph Yen
Stephen Youn

**Beta Kappa Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau National Society of Nursing**
Annettia Kaye Aber
Layla Zehra Arkil
Bridget R Bechloff
Alison Louise Bowles
Christine Lee Cavan
Flannery Enneking-Norton
Bernice Fan
Brittany H Harrison
Eliza Catherine Harvey
Lucille Taylor Hocker
Neha Jain
Anna Louise Linehan
Kristin Lee Long
So Jeong Nah
Kathrine Jane Nickdow
Rebecca Maria Raines
Raleigh Jean Ramirez
Lara Ann Seay
Sean Michael Selby
Christa Marie Sharpe
Nicolette Suphin-Altice
Meredith Clare Thompson
Qashuntau Chaquita Wright
Jonathan David Yoder
Zoya Zahid
Marcelle Marie Zimcosky-Murray

**Jefferson Scholars Class of 2023**
Vani Agrawal
Jackson Peter Arnberg
Michael Kraemer Bowler
Rosalie Fan Daval
Louis Andre Diment
Chelsea Lorraine Edwards
Jaden King Evans
Grant James GianGrasso
Mackenzie A Green
Udhava Gupta
Katherine McNamara Hennessy
Yasmin Jarrahi Horner
Sophie Isabelle Howard
Catter McCord Huston
August Dianne Kahle
Olivia Joanne Keenan
Joseph Edwin Kerrigan
Elizabeth Anne Kilgore
Jacquelyn Kim
Kara Lekan
Sydney Hannah Levy
William James Lloyd
Jane Clarkson Lyons
Hayes Wold Miller
Avaenee Pinmott
Daniel James Podratsky
Medha Prakash
Shalitah Wahid Pratom
Akhlesh Srijani Ramakrishna
Hayden C Ratliff
Nabeel Al Raza
Ronak Rijhwani
Tess Scott Robertson-Neil
Autumn Marie Rout
Dhrurv Krishna Rungta
Neeka Samimi
Kamya Sanjay
Cooper Mason Scher
Noah Cody Schmeisser
Robert Everett Schwartz
Jack Ryan Schwarz
Margot Louise Seidel
Emma Christine St. John
Daniel Szabo
Katherine Mayes Taulbee
Alyssa Kelle Underwood
Amit Jay Vallabh
Jule Marie Voss
Tahi P Wiggins
Zachary Robert Yahn
Douglas Edwin Ziman

**Phil Beta Kappa Honor Society**
Melissa Marguerite Abel
Natalie Paige Baumeister
Jackson Thomas Begley
Anna Marie Brinski
Jaclynn Tyree Bostic-Clarke
Michael Kraemer Bowler
Caroline Carter Brown
Lauren Anya Cain
Kya Marie Carrington
Yanjin Chen
Alison Toyer-Lan Clark
Ian Matthew Courter
Brittany Zellers Crowley
Nina Michelle Cummings
Samantha Jeseue Cynn
Gabriele S Dangay
Joshua Scott Danoff
Julian Leonard David
Genievev Demarest Deeken
Elena Dorothea Dimitri
Andrew Charles DiSanto
Miriam Isabelle du Plessis
Louisa Edwards
Megan Aileen Elmer
Logan Adams Ende
Thomas Michael Feinstein
Victoria Kathleen Feist
Lindsey Sophia Fields
Margaux Louise Fleming
Sai Kirsh Mohula
Lauren Enzo Gamboni
Caitlin Mei Gerrard
Meagan Marie Gillette
Elise Marie Gilliam
Alexander Martin Goldman
Clara Denend Guthrie
John Stephen Hagler
Maria Elizabeth Hall
Claudia Coker Heath
Benjamin Thomas Herold
Miles Andrew Jackson
Grace Adrian Jones
Lily Sara Kaufman
Bridget Lorraine Kennedy
Adina Shaina Kugler
Ryan Keenan Kunc
Raghsa Labban
Claire Marie Lagarde
Eleanor Rose Lambert
Benjamin M Larsen
Ryan Lee
Elizabeth Mikhailova Levit
Juay Liang
Bryanna Lindberg
Harrison Joseph Listen
William James Lloyd
Lilias Antoinette Madden
Amanda Louise Magen
Mason Alexander Marché
Lisa Mayevsky
Ellie Alexis McCabe
Riley Belle McDonald
Katherine James McMclure
Julia Stephanie Miao
Miriam Edith Mindel
Madeline Quinn Mixon
Madison Moajin
Monte-Mohajern
John Edward Morgan
Sarah Elizabeth Newkirk
Samantha Morgan Omlsted
Zoe Rebecca Papandreou
Maegan Ann Parry
Elizabeth Lee Patterson
Richard Grant Peckham
Jana Elise Pushkin
Christian Alexander Reyes
Annika Marie Reynolds
Emily Elizabeth Rounsley
Honorary Societies

Raven Society

Students
Melissa Marguerite Abel
Syed Mazin Ahmad
Emily Elizabeth Andrews
Kathryn Cornelia Armstrong
Clare Ann Atzert
Kaitlyn George Ann Baker
Vashit Barran
David Jonah Bass
Sarah Elizabeth Beach
Stefan James Garrett Beeler-Duden
Victoria Behar Gaudenzi
Miranda Bierle Gause
Merrick Ngozi Best
Sarah Sanjay Bhargava
Lena Marie Veters Bichell
Ralph Clayton Bishop III
Artelle Shaindel Boguslav
Ashley Catherine Bolte
Zachery William Boner
Joseph Elias Bonjavoro, Jr
Sarah Morris Boschung
Tannah Michelle Bostic
Jalynn Tyree Bostic-Clarke
Michael Kramer Bowler
John Martin Boyd
Maxwell T Bresteller
Alexander N. Briggs
Nina Mei Brooks
Brooke Ashley Brown
Amelia Susanne Bruce
Allison Nicole Buchler
Ryan J Burns
Anna Grace Calhoun
Jennifer Campbell
Loudes Romero Carhuapoma
Annabel Cather
Marco Centanaro Garcia
Holl M Chaissong
Bianka Maria Charity-Parker
Uribe Eno Charles-Granville
Tzu Yu Cheng
Kelsey Ann Clayback
Debby Mayariz Cubides Mateus
Grace Elaine Cummings
Nylah Custalow

Samanta Jesue Cynn
Elia Marie Dailey
Laura Allan Davis
Shelly D Dean
Mary Angelique Gomez Demetillo
Monica Thu Nguyen Do
Brielle Lindsay Dotson
Adam Doud
Sally Ann Duncan
Aileen Chang-Lee Edwards
Chelsea Lorraine Edwards
Elizabeth Marie Edwards
Escher Anna Irma Lovisa Eriksson
von Allmen
Pamela Avery Erskine
Jaden King Evans
Jason Oliver Evans
Bianca Elisse Estrada Yalave
Lindsay Sophia Fields
Vincent Michael Fimiani
Molly Finn
Casey Fishman
John David Forbes
Yewande Samantha Ford
Ekaterina Forkun
Laura Isabel Fuhi
Amirudh Gadhichela
Amalaa Isabel Garcia-Pretel
Samuel Thomas Gerardi
Grant James GianGrasso
Syphme Laishawn Gibbs
Myron Keith Gibert, Jr.
Nicholas Andrew Glovsky
Casey Ogler Gottlieb
Lindsay Marie Griending
Warren Griffiths
Andre Vintro Grospe
Dana Guendemann
Patrick Illand Hancock
Ian Gibson Hansing
Daniel Quinn Harper
Joshua Tanner Harrison
Jayla Rose Hart
Syed Ahmad Hasan-Aamir
Sampson Hsuy
Kyslia Henderson
Charles William Hepner
Benjamin Thomas Helard
William Brody Hicks
Michelle Beth Hilado
Gabriella Lynn Hopper
Moriah Quan Horner
Kay Chang Hutchinson
Roberto Jaime Garza
Neha Jain
Nima Jamnifar
Anupama Akila Jayaraman
Abigail Lei Jordan
Erin Colleen Jordan
Emily Christine Kao
Victoria Konstantinovna Kartzova
Priya Kattyal
Lily Sara Kaulman
William Hampton Keen
Olivia Joanne Keenan
Cailan A Kelly
Bridge Lorraine Kennedy
Courtney Shae Kennedy
Minah Kim

Noa Kipnis
Anna Regina Kirtel
Alexis Anne Kohler
Niharika Sai Kollipara
Praveen Kumar Krishnamurthy
Pallavi Shashank Kulkarni
Gerard Christopher Kunze
Kathleen Lavelle
Ryan Lee
Tess Hertberg Lenihan
Ethan Joseph Levy
Sydney Hannah Levy
Sophia Yahui Liao
Sara Yao Liu
Melissa Lucas
Daniel Alexander Ludwig
Amanda Louise Magen
Alexis Danielle Magenham
Hannah Elizabeth Malcolm
Tollerina Christina Mance
Olivia Grace Marquis
Shoronda Erica Matthews
Lisa Mayevsky
Anne Marguerite McAlister
Logan Kendall McDivitt
Dillon Paul Mc Dowell
Kathryn S. McEvoy
Maria Sophia McHugh
Jade Alyssa McLaughlin
Jade Alyssa McLaughlin
Joseph Anthony Michel
Beverly J Miller
Sasha Miller-Marshall
Brianna Mills
Lydia Mills
Helen Haerim Min
Harrison Paul Monahan
Samana Rahim Mondal
Madison Mojahn
Monroe-Mohajerin
Jessica Samantha Moore
Daniel Moraguez
Sayaka Mori
Shruthi Iyer Muralidaran
Thomas Karel Murray
Adishesh Kalya Narahari
Eshsha Narula
Christopher Ngoc-Khang Nguyen
Khang Andy Van Nguyen
Elia Claire Nichols
Elizabeth Ngo
Hayne Noh
Christopher Ryan Osterlund
Catherine Owsik
Valeria Elyssa Pabon
Martha Molrup Pangburn
Rohan Parikh
Neha Pantanaik
Praneeth Varma Pennetsa
Marley J. Peters
William Carl Petersen, Jr
Giselle Helena Paelle
Nicole Patko
Avery Tilghman Pierce
Sarah Elizabeth Podwika
Soumya Pondugula
Christopher George Porter
Medha Prakash
Heather Michelle Rainer Young

Mihula Ranganath Rao
Hayden C Ratliff
McFride Kauders Rawson
Nabeel Ali Raza
Shivani Reddy
Lucy Katherine Resar
Christian Alexander Reyes
Peyton Alex Rieger
Ronak Rijhwani
Lily Adriana Roberts
Courtney Cecile Rogers
Remington Jeffrey Roth
Abby Catherine Rothenberg
Emily Elizabeth Roussley
Claire Adoree Elaine Ruddiman
Dhruv Krshna Rungta
Nicholas David Ruszkowski
Thomas Hayes Ryan
Nicole J Ryeeom
Prachi Sadekar
Miyabi Sato
Neeka Samani
Hunter Nicholas Saunders
Elizabeth Anne Scalzi
Benjamin Casey Schluchtning
Michaela Marie Schreyer
Robert Everett Schwartz
Delaney Jean Sears-Webb
Deanna Xuhui See
Jeannie Marie Sellick
Benjamin Matthew Setaro
Tucker Murphy Shelson
Mathilda Eliza Shepard
Samuel Malone Sheppard
Kathryn Simkin
Juliet Godfrey Simpson
Jason M Sitt
Cecilia McMPhills Smith
Alessia Grce Stanton
Katelyn Stenger
Alegria Ruth Lawrence Stewart
Hana Leilani Suliman
Daniel Szabo
Erica Morgan Szymanski
Phoebe Evelyn Tamminen
Elisabeth Louisa Tamie
Maxwell Edward Tankersley
Natasha Tchir
James Robert Thomas
Emma Rose Toner
Esha Tulsian
Sydney Simone Turner
Alysia Kelle Underwood
Andrew Scott Vipperman, Jr.
Shivapriya B Viswanathan
Pooja Vital
Patrick John Volk, Jr
Jule Marie Voss
Sarah Emily Waldinger
Sophia Rose Walton
Amanda Elizabeth Ward
Mackenzie Dawn Watson
Justin Riley Wheelock
Colby Arthur Whitcomb
Tahl Pearl Wiggins
Ellie Michele Willie
David Turner Willett
Adrienne Fay Oriene Williams
Christopher Leland Williams
Ronny Wu
Christopher R Xie
Maryann Aiwoo Xue
Zachary Robert Yahn
Honorary Societies

Tau Beta Pi

Engineering Honor Society

Nina Mei Brooks
Jack Thomas Chandler
Tzu Yu Cheng
Nicholas Patrick Cooney
Alexa Madison Cuomo
William Thomas Lupos Ferguson
Ekaterina Forkin
Hailey Elizabeth Hall
Matthew Scott Hankins
Kaden Alexander Hoffman
Anupama Akila Jayaraman
Coleman Thomas Jenkins
Courtney Shae Kennedy
Anna Regina Kittel
Jeyi Lee
Olivia Grace Marquis
Jack Winston Maschler
Joseph Anthony Mastrullo
Dylan Michael Moore
Sarah Elizabeth Murphy
Emily Ann Parnell
Nicole Piatko
Roman Hidalgo Ramirez
Hayden C. Ratliff
Prachi Sadekar
Joshua Aaron Sanderson
Taha Iqbal Shamse
Samuel Malone Sheppard
James Robert Thomas
Eduardo Andres Trujillo
Bi Xuanjia

Marissa Shao Yee
Mustapha Oyunlade Yoosuf
Akinlaja
Zoya Zahid
Hannah Zaveri
Jesse Thomason Zmick
Emily Anne Zucker

Faculty
Douglas Bayliss
Elizabeth Epstein
Yael Grushka-Cockayne
Carrie Heilman
Patricia Jennings
Jake Resch

Alumni
Joel Bruce
John Donnelly
Monica Gray Logothetis
Paul Mensah
Robert “Bob” White

Society of Fellows
Evan Loren Brubaker
Creighton Dugan Coleman
Molly Finn
Abbas Ghaddar
Alida Jo Goffinski
Javad Jarrahi
Samuel Lundquist
Dev Priya Ranjan
Phoebe Evelyn Tamminen
Vasfiye Betul Toprak
Christopher Leland Williams

Nina Mei Brooks
Jack Thomas Chandler
Tzu Yu Cheng
Nicholas Patrick Cooney
Alexa Madison Cuomo
William Thomas Lupos Ferguson
Ekaterina Forkin
Hailey Elizabeth Hall
Matthew Scott Hankins
Kaden Alexander Hoffman
Anupama Akila Jayaraman
Coleman Thomas Jenkins
Courtney Shae Kennedy
Anna Regina Kittel
Jeyi Lee
Olivia Grace Marquis
Jack Winston Maschler
Joseph Anthony Mastrullo
Dylan Michael Moore
Sarah Elizabeth Murphy
Emily Ann Parnell
Nicole Piatko
Roman Hidalgo Ramirez
Hayden C. Ratliff
Prachi Sadekar
Joshua Aaron Sanderson
Taha Iqbal Shamse
Samuel Malone Sheppard
James Robert Thomas
Eduardo Andres Trujillo
Bi Xuanjia
The Good Old Song

That good old song of Wah-hoo-wah,

We’ll sing it o’er and o’er;

It cheers our hearts and warms our blood

To hear them shout and roar.

We come from old Virginia

Where all is bright and gay;

Let’s all join hands and give a yell

For the dear old UVA.